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By the simple grinding of grata Its
value for feeding to most classes of
farm animal· is considerably increased.
"
8PKKD THX PLOW."
When one baa the average facilities for
doing it, or having it done, the grinding
is not very expensive and it may be exon practical agricultural topic
Correspondence
U solicited.
Address ill communication- It
pected to be profitable. It does not add
Ε
tended tor this department to Hkhby
to the grain, it is true, but it
Hammond, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Detr anything
does put the material into a form in
ocrat, Paris, Me.
which it can be more easily and more
Success In Feeding Animals.
completely utilized that it can be if It is
Success is a broad term. It in oftei , fed without grinding. The shredding
<>f corn fodder, and the cutting and
regarded as complete if the desired en< I
of a given effort is attained. But this ii , steaming of hay and straw, and the cooka much too limited view.
Success tha ing of grain for certain classes of aniis fully worthy of the name involvei , mais, are also to be considered. There
are arguments for, and others against,
more than the mere securing of results
all of these methods of preparing ma·
however valuable those results may be
When one attains success In full rneas [ terials for feeding purposes. No rule
can be made by which it can be absoluteare he
not only gets results, but h< ,
determined whether any or all of
gets them without making too gieat ai ly
hem can be profitably adopted by any
outlay.
a
great extent, the
Tim is as true of feeding animals a« given farmer. To
the conit is of anything else. A man may bavi decision must be influenced by
bis farm. Circumstances
the largest and fattest hogs in thecoun ditions on
must be considered as well as arguments.
try in which be lives and yet fail fai
Simple as it was formerly considered.
short of being the most successful feeder
and easy as it was generally regarded
This, because other men, with the satui
uutil about thirty years ago when the
care and the came quantity and quality
^
scientists took up the matter in earnest,
of food, have fed a larger number ο
the really successful fee<li.iz of farm
hogs which made a considerably largei animals
is a complex and difficult probquantity of meat and gave a larger per lem. The
what, the when, and the how
ceutage of protit on the investment
.tre all vital parts of the general scheme.
While this is not necessarily the case, il
I CONTINUED. J
There are also, various side issues, and
is always among the possibilities, aud il
matrelated
or
less
some more
closely
Ru Carmela wondered now who he
is not infrequently what occurs. To be
all of which deserve attention. In could be. nor was her wonder lessened
a really successful feeder of hogs, a man ters,
the subject is very large, and the
when she peered through the screen
must net only convert his grain into fact,
man to whom it has a financial interest
of trees and saw a girl, whom she recpork, but he must get as large aquan cannot
too early or too careful at·
it
give
tity of pork as the grain can be made to rention.—Elliot in
ognized instantly as Iris, furtively dab
Country Gentleman.
produce. The same principle fully apblng her tear stained face with a
plies to feeding all classes of domestic
liaudkerchief.
animals.
Must Old Time Standards Qo ?
Unhappily the president's daughter
Now success in any line of effort is
was not attractive in appearance, and
Somehow long years of experience and
not a gratuity.
It does not come of itan uncommonly
self, aud it is seldom obtained by any- observation establish one pretty firmly her surprise that such
and new good looking girl should be the niece
thing approaching what is called chance. m a given line of practice
On the contrary, it must be planned and theories jar heavily. It has been thus of David Verity was not un mingled
worked for. The plans must be made as we have read the highly scientific atwith pique at finding her already inin
intelligently, and the work must be tacks upon all established principlesthe
stalled In remote Las Flores.
directed wisely. The man who is to breeding. Naturally and inevitably
On the way to the stables she heard
have any well-grounded hope of achiev
principle that the best should produce
The words were in
man singing.
a
when
and
holds
best
tenaciously
ing success in feeding farm animals the
English. They were also quaint, for
must plan and work along the following there is failure men look for the cause
lines: 1. What to feed. 2. Wheu to in the failure of the breeder to conform they dealt with life from a point of
How to feed. These point» to the conditions rather than the failure view which differed widely from that
feed. 3.
merit consideration in the order in which of the fundamental principle.
bj Dom Curria's finca:
The following item from Bonnymeade presented
they are stated.
Oh, It's fine to be a sailor [sang Wattsl
1. What to feed. A great many Farm is but one of many bits of evidonce
un' tu c oss the ragin' main.
farmers do not give this item sufficient within easy reach telling what may be
From Hut 11 bar to New Orleans to
consideration because they waut to use accomplished by selection and breeding
roam.
But I 'ope that my old woman will put
the material which they now have on the best to the best.
to
me on the chain
hand and which they have provided for
"Perhaps you may be interested
Next time I want to quit my 'umble
this special purpos e. As long as they know the record of Zorayda, recently
'ouie.
full
for
the
in
mentioned
your paper,
have plenty of feeding stuff which they
"Are you one of the Androm«la's
h;tve raised on their own farms they do year. She dropped her calf the 1st of
nut see the need of getting anything more, February and we commenced to dry her men?" asked Carmela, speaking In the
And off yesterday, (Jan. 14), having given clear and accurate English used by her
or anything different, in this line.
as tar as the materials are of the proper
10,490 lbs. of milk testing from 5.1 to 7 7, father.
was not
composition, it is eminently wise to use making 704.2 lbs. butter. She
It was well for Watts that the tree
what have been produced at home. forced for a record, but fed like the rest
him from falling backward.
prevented
to
of grain
But, unfortunately, on many farms the of the herd, about one pound
Lie was quite sober, but cheerful withrations that can be made up from the three pounds of milk in the winter and
as we are al, as he had nothing to do but sleep,
home-grown feeds will be badly unbal- oue to four in the summer,
wine of
anced and, consequently, if no addition short of pasturage. Reckoning in this smoke, eat and drink the light
is made td them, they must be fed at a way, counting from the time each cow the district, of which his only comconsiderable loss. To some extent there tamo fresh onr 25 cows (dropping out plaint was that "oue might mop up a
525 lbs. of
can be a substitution of one element, the heifers) have averaged
barrel of it an' get no forrarder."
These are all
or of one group of elements, for another; butter each in the year.
"My godfather!" Ue howled, spring
We
or
State
within
Maine
high
grades.
Jerseys
but this can be profitable only
ing from the rail and recovering his
increase
to
best
heifers
our
all
on
are
is
not
and
it
raising
narrow limits;
possible
wits instantly.
"Beg pardon, mum,
scale. If an animal is the size of our herd."
an extensive
took me aback all standin', as
in
but
12
built
been
you
has
herd
warmth
This
for
up
on
protein
obliged to depend
instead of the reuch cheaper carbohy- years to its present standard by critical- the sayin' Is."
"I am afraid It is my fault," said
is
a
direct
tbere
loss, while if the ly watching each cow; studying her
drates,
favor- Carmela.
"1 have Just arrived here,
feeding material is deficient in protein, temperament, making conditions
aud breeding
as home-grown feeding stuffs often are, able, seeking her comfort
and everybody seems to be so full of
The
her
good qualities.
the younger animals can make compara- to improve on
troublée that I am glad to hear you
has been a lack of contively little growth, and tbere will be failure too often
singing."
in
of
scattering,
purpose, and,
only a low rate of production by the old- tinuity
al"Oh, that's Just humtnln', mum! If
poor results have followed as they
fond of music you ought to 'ear
Mr.
will
by
you're
Pope
by any system.
If the materials on hand are hopeless- ways
to his purpose is fur- Schmidt. Captalu Schmidt of the Unly out of balance in respect to their nu- holding steadily
tritive ratio, it is certain that the beet nishing one of the strongest arguments ser Fritz."
unCarmela struck an attitude.
results (and it is probable that even good possible against new fangled and
and his line of
result») cannot be obtained from their tried systems of breeding
"Wot, d'ye know "Im?" asked Watte.
work may well be followed.—Maine
It then becomes a question wbeth
use.
"No, it is something-rather imporer the feeder should stand the inevitable Farmer.
I must go back to my father.
tant.
loss that its use will bring or should
Ah, I ought to explain! I am the
stuffs
by
concentrated
feeding
Note.
A Hopeful
purchase
Senhora de Sylva, Dom Corria's daughthe addition of which to his present maThere probably never baa been any- ter."
terial he can supply its deficiencies. Id
of crops planted
the where near the acreage
"Are you really, mum—miss?" exmany cases an exchange of some of
"
and sown iu a given year in Maine as is
Watts, highly interested. 'Ow
claimed
coarse fodder on the farm for concentratnow going into the ground. This conto come
did
world
manage
ed material could be effected. Either
In
the
ye
dition of affaire speaks volumes for the
purchase or exchange will involve some healthy condition of agriculture in our up from the coast? Accordin' to all
expense. Which, if either of them, state. For the last two seasons the accounts"—
should be chosen must be decided by
farmers have struggled against a drouth.
"Yes, what were you going to say?"
the circumstances of the individual
came the fall off in the price of for the man hesitated.
Then
for
the
matter
farmer. This will settle
the past season. Hundreds
"Well, some of our chaps will 'ave it
the present feeding season, but it will potatoes
and hundreds of farmers who were de- that we're runnln' close hauled on a
to
to
owner
for
the
try
be wise in future
to
pay
their
on
potato proceeds
lee shore."
produce a larger proportion of protein pendent
for their fertilizer as well as to provide
Carmela knit her brows. The Watts
crops on his own land.
the
into
their
for
crop
funds
getting
of her govWhen to feed. On this point there
3.
have been glad to idioms were not those
this
season,
is a wide difference in opinion and prac- ground
tubers to pay for erness.
their
of
out
enough
tice. A good many farmers feed their get
"We had no great difficulty in passthe seed, to say nothing of the fertilizer
animals early and late, and between
strenuous labor of plant- ing through Dom Barraca'e lines, if
the
bard
and
times, while many others supply food
ing and caring for the crop, and harvest- that is what you mean," she said. "Mr.
only at considerably longer intervals.
it. And hundreds of well meaning
Verity and Mr. Bulmer had obtained
Neither of these extremes can give as ing
hunest men have been unable to secure
case"—
good results as a medium course. Ani- fertilizer sufficient to warrant tbem in special permits, but In my
mals that have food almost constantly
"Mr.—'oo, did you say, miser' dethis
an
present
average crop
whose lower jaw actubefore them will inevitably waste a great planting
season.
Notwithstanding all these dis- manded Watts,
deal. They naturally sort out the best
others in the ally dropped from eheer amazement.
and
many
couragements
when the fodder is put into their man"Mr. Verity, the owner of the Anway of scarcity of labor and the like,
gers and leave the lues palatable portion the
that is now under cultiva- dromeda. You are one of the crew, I
acreage
uutil hunger leads them to eat again
tion must exceed by fully 25 per cent suj^iuee
In the meanwhile, they breathe on what
The fact
ever known in our state.
any
"I'm the chief officer. Watts Is my
make
thus
aud
remains in their mangers
the farmers, especially the young,
is,
at
first.
But d'you mean to tell
was
it
it lees appetizing than
name, miss.
believe
enthusiastic fellows, thoroughly
They have learned, too, that new sup- in the business. They have discovered me that ole David Verity 'ae come 'ere
ply of fresh fodder will soon be forth- that it is only once in a great many —to Brazil—to this rotten— Sorry,
a turn, you did.
coming, and they thus get into the habit
that any such adverse dispensa- miss, but you gev' me
of leaving a good deal of useful material years
too?"
come to them, as have been visited An' Dickey Bui mer—Is 'e 'ere
tions
which is ultimately wasted. Then, too,
for the last three
"Yes, or he soon will be here. 1
food upon New
many farm animals will eat more
are aware of the fact that
rode on in advance of the others."
than is best for them If tbey have It years. They
all kinds of business have their reverses
"Well—there—if that don't beat cockconstantly before them.
and why should they expect agriculture
cried Watts. "Wot'll Coke
flghtin'!"
This involves a double lose. One of
as
seems
though
to be exempt? It almost
'e'll 'ave a fit. An' Miss
these losses is caused by the eaiing of
W'y,
say?
other
and
the
pests
bugs
The the invasions of
more food than can be digested.
iris! She's to marry ole Dickey. Fanserved
to stimulate rather than dishave
the
other comes from the debilitating effects
that cy 'im turnin' up! There'll be
courage these enthusiasts. It isn't
on the digestive organs which are cerbut deuce an' all to pay now wot between
matter
the
into
blindly,
tain to appear if over-feeding is long con- tbey go
discovered the causes of many of 'im an' Hozier an' the dashin' colonel."
tinued. With horses, the caee is much having
the setbacks to their crops tbey are go"Who Is Mr. Hozier?" asked the girl
worse than it ie with cows or young catinto the matter intelligently, con- calmly.
tle. For if a horse has hay pretty con- ing
the
believing that they can get
"He is, or was, our second mate, but
stantly before him he will eat an excess- fidently
best of these misfortunes. One thing
the colonel an' 'e got to loggerive quantity and will so distend his
since
to
are
and that is that tbey
going
stomach that when he is used for driv- sure,
'e took an' raised a corps of
heads
here's
and
hoping
put up a good tight,
ing or draft hie lunge will not have suf- that
Some of our fellows Joined,
scouts.
will
1010
abundantly
the crops of
ficient room in which to do their work.
folks don't
reward all their intelligent effort.— but not me. Klliln' other
a
and
him
discomfort,
causes
This
great
Farm and Uome.
agree with me a little bit."
Turf,
deto
be
is
heaves
of
case
very likely
"And the colonel—what is his name?"
veloped. Many a good farm horse has
broke in Carmela.
Father and Son.
been seriously injured through the mis"San Benavides, miss. Captain 'e
taken kindness of hie owner in giving
When the senior class at the Univerο
was on Fernando Noronha. Έ took
him an exceeeive quantity of bulky fodat
received
Missouri
degrees
sity of
der. Yet, while too frequent feeding commencement June 9, visitors saw a mighty quick Jump after we kem
brings evils of varioue kinds, it is de- father and his son take them in the Col- ashore. But I az your pardon for rumcidedly unprofitable to go to the other lege of Agriculture—Ε. E. Vanatta, 46 blin* on in this silly way. Won't yon
extreme and feed only at very long inyears old, and his son Earl S. Vanatta, go inside?"
tervals. If the feeding ie too long de- 23. Both have taken the same course,
The Senhora de Sylva might have
hunanimals
become
the
unduly
layed
except that the father completed the been seized with mortal illness if Judgso
become
also
and
impatient
the
tbey
gry,
work in three years, while it took
the manner in which she
that when food is supplied tbey eat too son four years. When Ε. E. Vanatta ed solely by
into her father's house,
the
same
staggered
In
not
though
per
he
did
way,
the
to
rapidly.
sent bis son
university,
neck of an
haps not to the same degree, haatq in dream that Earl's letters home would threw her arms around the
eating is harmful to animals as it is to prove so interesting that he wonld be elderly serving woman, whom she petIt ie greatly for the interest of induced to
men.
give up his farm, move to rified by her appearance, and almost
the owner, and for the benefit of his ani- Columbia, and enter the same course bis fainted—not
quite, but on the verge
to
be
attended
the
feeding
mals, that
β·>η was taking, but such is the case.
much nearer than such a strong mind
at intervals which, while
and
regularly
Earl had a year's start; but his father ed
young lady would have thought pos
loDg enough for the cleaning up of the overtook him. When he was a freshearlier.
food that has been given and for the re- man, his son was a member of the com- Bible an hour
tiec
Maria screamed loudly. Tongue
currence of the appetite, are not so long mittee that
enforced the sophomore
was badly scared whei.
she
first,
at
as to cause worry or faiotness for want
and
father
his
compelled
rules against
on her ample bosom
of food.
him to wear a "dinky" freshman cap Carmela collapsed
How to feed. This, also ie a mat with the other green freshmen. How- Restoratives and endearments follow3.
the old ed. Carmela asked to be taken to a
1er of importance, as has often been
ever, when it came to studies,
shown by the widely varying results of man
got the better of it, for student room where she might wasli and shake
meu
Some
of
and
feediug.
different methods
hops and co-eds did not bother him
the dust from her hair and clothes
net more growth, or larger production, keep him from bis leseons. He belongs Maria considered ways and means
the
same
the
of
class,
by
from animals
to all the class organizations and olubs,
bouse war
Every room In the big
use of certain quantities and qualities of
ind it is not infrequent for a half dozen
what
under
obtain
crowded.
others
than
at
room
bis
food,
night
students to gather io
the same con
"Who is In ray own apartment?" deappear to be precisely
to work oat difficult problems that have
ditions. This is sometimes due in part come up in their studies. He has done manded Carmela.
of the propei
to more careful observance
work in agricultural chemEven before the answer was forthnot ac exceptional
times for feeding, but this does
and will probably become a teach- coming she guessed the truth. The
istry,
the difference.
Earl
count for nearly all
er in that line after graduation.
Senhora Ingleza, of coarse. Those fine
in whicfc
There is a great deal in the way
will probably take charge of his father's
of here flashed dangerously.
eyes
shaken
is
that
the food is supplied. Hay
farm.
"What, then? Does this woman come
into the mangers u
up and put lightly
here and take all?" she cried.
the sam«
more readily eaten than is
The cash, coming in at regular and
in
"Ah, pequlnlua, do not be angry?"
larg«
is
that
given
quality of hay
intervals from dairying en- eald Maria. "Who save the good God
con
not
frequent
does
loose
The
hay
bunches.
ables the farmer of moderate means to could tell that you would come from
tain any more nutriment than the other
as It
use the money to good advantage,
foi
and
animals
the
better,
suits
Paris today? And the Senhora Inglesa
but it
is needed for general running expenses
be
It
expected
naturally
may
this reason
will be glad to give place to you. Bhe
reason
this
For
In the use ol and making things go.
to do them more good.
so kind, so unselfish! All the men
Is
become
should
it the average dairyman
grain there is also a wide difference
a well Improved adore lier."
have
and
prosperous
practice and in results. Many farmer» farm.
"So I hear," murmured Carmela, tryfeed it In the manner which will mak<
ing to still the passion that throbbed
the least trouble for themselves, whili
ra- In her heart, since she was aware that
b<
A hog is a hog and badly balanced
others try to so prepare it that it will
thai tions and foods that are indigestible, are neither Maria nor any other among
more palatable and more digestible
the old domeetfca at (JM DffK
responsible for mneh loss.
it ie in its natural condition.
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miss, but 'e Is president, In Pernambuco at all events," he said In an
apologetic aside to Cariaela—"an' the
sooner we make tracks for ole England the better It'll be for all of
Wot do you *ay to an early start
us.

Carmela's glib reference to the two
men whose names were so often In her
thoughts, though seldom on her lips,
she could only gate at the Senhora de
Sylva In silent bewilderment
Carmela. feeling that she was gaining grouud rapidly, affected a note of

my rheumaticky bones
wouldn't stand the racket."
The color obbed from Iris' face, but
ehe said at once:
I
"I shall be ready, uncle, dear.
promised Γ)οηι Corria to look after the
hospital uppliances that are so much
needed by the poor soldiers, but the
Senhora de Sylva will attend to that
much more effectually than I."
"Good! Then that's settled."
Carme4a, of course, did not believe
in a woman's complacency in such a
vital matter. She was ever prepared to
spring, to strike, to wrench their plane
to suit her own ends; but, contrive as
she might, she coukl not succeed in
leaving Iris alone with Bulmer. Full
of device, she was foiled at each turn.
The dny wore, the sun went down, the

past

By

Author of the "Pillar

Among my fellow passengers were
your uncle and Mr. Bulmer."
Iris had long relinquished any hope
of communicating with Bootie until
the present deadlock In the operations
of the two armies was a thing of the

=J

of

the

Captain

by Edward J

Completely mystified

now

by tomorrow?

polite regret.
"Please forgive me for being so
abrupt. Perhaps I ought to have prepared you. But It Is quite true. Mr.
Verity and Mr. Bulmer came with me
from Europe. We all reached Pernambuco the day before yesterday. In·
teed, If it were not for them and the
assistance they gave me I would not

=

Light,"
Morn
of the

be here now.

No one

recognized

me,

fortunately, and—I hope you will not
be vexed—I passed as Mr. Verity's
niece. In fact, I took your place for

the time."
"If Mr. Verity and Mr. Bulmer are
in Brazil"— Iris began tremulously,
but Carmela broke in, with a shrill

Ciodr

of her engagement, and pride was nowcoming to her aid.
"She will have no wc^S to say tô any
of them," gabbled Maria. "There is a
young Englishman—well, It Is no affair
of mine, but I am told she loves him.
yet Is promised to auother. an -old man
too. Santa Mae! That would not suit

laugh:

"There is no 'If.' Look below there,
my father's tent! They have arrived. They are asking for you. Come,
let us meet them! I muet see my fanear

ther before he departs."
Iris' swimming eyes could not discern the figures to which Carmela was
printing. But this strange girl's triumphant tone rang
like a knell In her
She was
heart.
not thinking now
of the complications that might
arise between

If I were her age!"
This homecoming of Gariiiela was
quite an important event In ils wa\
At llret sight it bore the semblance < :
a mere disillusionment such as an.
girl might experience under like « ir
cumstances. She had been taken frn;
Las Flores to occupy a palace at lti<>
de Janeiro and was driven from the
palace to the hotel life of the contl
nent. During two years she had Lot
me

San

Benavides

and ills discardShe
ed flame.
only knew that
by some miracle
her uncle had
come to bring
her h ο m e, and
with him was
the man to whom
she was plighted,
while Philip only
"you've given us a half an hour ago
RARE DANCE."
jja(j to](j {jer Jje
would not see her again until the fol-

either father or lover, and luvcrs
of the San Benavides ilk are apt ι.»
console themselves during these prolonged Intervals. Yet Carmela's shattered romance was the |iivot on « hi. !t
rested the future of Brazil.
Had she gone straight to Iris on
leaving her father and made known
the astounding tidings that Verity ai'd
Bulmer were riding up the Moxot<
valley bnrely three miles away Iris
would
surely have devised some
seen

lowing evening.

So this was the end of her dream.
Bittersweet it had been and long
drawn out, but forthwith she must
awake to the gray actualities of life.
She felt Carmela dragging her onward' Irresistibly, vindictively. She
saw as through a mist David Verity's
fiery hued face and beard his harsh
accents. Yes, there was no mistake.
Here was Bootle transported to Brazil.
Linden House to Las Flores!
"By gum, lass," he was bellowing,
with a touch of real sentiment in bis
voice, "you've given us a rare dance
afore we caught up wl" you. But 'ere
you are, bright as a cherry, an' 'ere is
Dickey an' meself come to fetch you.
Dash my wig, there's life In the old
dogs yet, or we'd never ha' bin able to
ride forty mile through this God forgotten country. An' damme if that
isn't Coke, red as a lobster. Jimmie.
me boy, put It there! Man, but you're
a dashed long way from port!"
Happily Iris was too stunned to betray herself. She extended a hand to
the sun browned, white haired old
man standing by her uncle's side.

"WHAT, THBN?

DOES THIS WOllAï; COM
HEKB AND ΤΑ Κ Κ ALL·?''

f

of acquainting Philip HozJei
with the facL In that event, aexuialii;
that he awaited their arrival, the first
means

I

I
I

I

CHAPTER XVI.
SHOWING Ï10W BKAZIL CI106E ΗΞΙΙ PllESIDEKT.

TWO

thousand Ave hundred years

prophet Jeremiuh ex
extended recommlseunct
us to the
preaaed
incredulity
which he thought desirable would net- I
power of an Ethiopian to
essarily he postponed. And then—well. I
the recent history of Brazil \vou!<: I change hie skin or a leopurd Liis spots,
have to be rewritten, since there can- I lhe uiaixh of the centuries lias full ν
not he the slightest doubt that Doth I Justified the seer's historic doubt, so it
Corrla de Sylva would never have 01- makes but slight demand on the critical faculties to assume that two years'
cupled the presidential chair again.
It would he idle now to inquire to< I residence lu Europe had not cooled the
closely into the springs of I'hillp's re- I hot southern blood flowing lu Curmarch of

au

solve to take service under a foreign
flag. Perhaps the irksome state of af
fairs at Las Flores, where* there \v,t:
no mean between loafing and soldier

lng. was intolerable to a i-plrltci]
Perhaps Sau Beuavides
youngster.
constantly riding in from the front,

beyond endurance by blx
superior airs, or it may be tli':<t a
growing belief In Iris' determination
irritated him

to sacrifice herself by redeeming her
bond made him careless as to what
happened In the near future. The out
come of one or all of these influences
was that he sought and was readily
given a commission In the army of
Like all sailors, he preliberation.
ferred the mounted arm, aud De Sylva
having the highest opinion of his thor
actually appointed him to

oughuess,
command

a

department.

come

Barraca must bring all

from?

by sea. There were none stationed In those wild mountains.
"Better go and make sure," qooth
his

men

Philip.
He ascertained the president's lnten·
tions as to the next twenty-four hours,
assembled his little body of scouts,
saw to their forage and equipment,
took leave of Iris and hurried off.
When two stout and elderly fellow
last
countrymen of his climbed the
mile of the rough valley beneath the
Las Flores slope Philip and his troop
were a league or more beyond the
Moxoto's watershed.
If San Benavldee were really Carmela's accepted lover, then, Indeed,
Iris had

good

cause

for

foreboding.

diThough the Brazilian had never
he
rectly avowed his passion, since
knew quite well that she would refuse to listen, she could not be blind
of
to his infatuation. Only the threat
her dire displeasure had restrained
Hosier from an 0pen qoan^i wj^
him. Her position, difficult enough alif De
ready, would become Intolerable
and
Sylva'8 daughter became jealous,
she had no doubt whatsoever that San

Benavides would seek to propitiate
the woman he loved by callously tellto
ing the woman be had promised
bestowmnrry that his affections were

ed elsewhere.
Her heart sank when she discovered

this new maelstrom In her sea of troubles, but here was Carmela herself
speaking to her and In English.
"So you are Iris Yorke!" the girl wns
saying. "I have heard so much of you,
from
yet you are so utterly different
what I Imagined!"
"You have heard of mer' repeated
Iris, and surprise helped her to smile

with something of her wonted self possession.
"Yes, on board the steamer. We sailed from Southampton and had little

I
I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

veins.
She had hated Iris before she set
eyes on her. She hated her now that
She
she had seen her rare beauty.
gloated on the suffering inflicted bv
the presence of the faded old
who claimed her as his bride. Though
it was of the utmost importance thut
she should hasten to her father, she
returned to Las Flores In her rival s
company, their arms linked in seem
iug friendship and the Braziliuu girl's
ears alert to treasure every word that
told of Buhner's wooing.
So Dickey contented himself by listening to Coke's Homeric account of
the Andromeda's wrecking, and if he
Interposed an occasional question and
thus drew the girl's sweet voice into
the talk it was invariably germaue to
the strange history of the ship and her

mail

human

tonight on'y

starlit sky made beautiful u parched
earth, but never a word in privacy did
Iris exchange with her husband to be.
Carmela's malice was not hiddeu from
her; but she despised it. There was
some ease for her tortured brain in defeating It. If the Senhora de Sylva
had only understood how thoroughly
the Englishwoman loathed her petty
jealousy It was possible that the few
remaining hours" of their enforced Intimacy might have been rendered less

irksome.
The future is the most cunning of
playwrights. No man may tell what
the next scene shall be. And no man
nor any woman could guess the mad
revel of hate and war that would rage
that night around the placid homestead of Las Flores.
Behind the veranda was a huge ballroom converted by the exigencies of
the campaign into a dining hall for the
many inmates of the ilnca. The Brazilian ladles, the sailors, some sick or
wounded officers who were not couflned to bed, even the household servants, took their meals there in common. Supper was served soon after 0
o'clock. When cigars and cigarettes
were lighted and the company broke
up into laughing, gossiping, noisy
groups, the place looked more like a
popular continental cafe than a room
In a private mansion.
Though I)e Sylva, General Russo,
San Benavides and some score of
members of the president's staff who

usually dined

at the flnca were now
absent, there was no lack of lively
A very Babel of tongues
chatter.
mixed In amity. The prevalent note
was one of cheery animation. Carmela
exerted herself to win popularity, and
a president's daughter need not put
forth very strenuous efforts In that direction to be acclaimed by most.
Iris was listening with real interest
to Verity's description of the finding
of Mucfarlane in the Andromeda's boat
by a Cardiff bound collier three days
after he had drifted away from Fer-

nando Noronha.
"The yarn kem to us through the
consul at Pernambuco," he said. "Evidently, from wot you tell me, it's all
right. Poor ole Mac 'ad a bad time
afore 'e was picked up, but 'e was
alive, an' I'm Jolly glad of It, for 'e'll
be a first rate witness w'en tills business comes up in court."
"Wot court?" demanded Coke sharp1 it

"The court that settles our claim, of
course," retorted Verity, with a quick
ferret look at his fellow conspirator.

"There'll be no claim. The president
to stump up In style. You tak»
my tip an' shut up about courts," said

means

Coke.

"It'll cost Brazil a tidy pennj," remarked Bulmer thoughtfully.
A crlado, a nondescript manservant
attached to the household, stooped
over Iris and whispered something.
She gathered that she was wanted iu
the pateo, or courtyard, which, owing
to the construction of the house, stood
on one side instead of In front, where
the lawn usurped its usual ponition.
"Who is it?" she nsked.
"Colonel San Benavldes, senhorn."
"Tell him to wait," she said, hoping
to gain a moment wherein to decide
how best to act.
is urgent, senhora—ao m us mo
tempo, the colonel said."
"Go! That Is my answer."
Iris had no wish to meet San Benavldes. If she were seen with him In
the dark pateo at this late hour fuel
would be added to the Are of CartneShe was aware of
la'e foolish spite.
"It

Γ

ν

\

».

I
I

I

From the instant the second shell
struck the winch and laid him appar
ently dead on the forecastle to the
very hour of this coming together at
It
Las Flores. Hozier held the stage.

meself."

It might be hoped that Carmela's
mood would soften when she' discovered her rival's hapless love, but that
would be expecting something which
her bursting southern heart could not
not
give. A volcano pours forth lava,
Iris,
It scorches, not heals.
water.
willing or not, had sapped her Salvador's allegiance. Carmela wanted to
see those curved lips writhing In pain,
those brown eyes dimmed, that smooth

brow wrung with the

grief that

knows

remedy.
A fierce Joy leaped up In her when
Verity spoke of an early departure.
"You see, Iris," he explained, "these

no

Brazilian bucks may be months in set·
tiln' their differences. Dickey an* me,

Fluff," mused Frances as she drowsily
Bettled down In a hammock on the
wide veranda. "How does one get to
be α coon kitten
anyway? I suppose it's necessary to be born
In Maine, where
they say all the

ed the mau, who was on horseback
under the trees.
She did not hesitate, but ran to biin.
Without a word of explanation he
caught her iu his arms, drew her up
until she was seated on the holsters
strapped to a gaucho saddle and
wheeled his horse into a gallop. Filled
with a grim determination, she uttered
qo protest.
Not a syllable crossed h<*r
Hps lest he should strive to amend his
ivoeful blunder. She noticed that they
were not going toward the camp, but
circling round the inclosed land in the

coou

of the hills.
Though the
night was dark, the stars g ive light
enough for the horse to move freely.
Carmela's head wa3 bent.
But San Beuavldee wondered wh.,
the cold ingleza had surrendered so
He expected at least a
silently.
scream, a struggle, an Impassioned de-

or seven toes on

each foot and a
cute little coon
face with great.
Innocent eyes, so
that nobody who
hocked at took
looks In them
PCSfl.
ever blames you
oh. I just wish
for anything you do
1 was a coon kitty!"
"Me?" mewed Flutlie as she Jumped
daintily up on the veranda and purred
while she looked up Inquiringly at

mand to be released.
"One word, senhora," he muttered.
"You must thluk uie mad. I am not.
All Is lost. Our army Is defeated. In
in hour Las Flores will be in flames."
A
The girl quivered in his arms.

came from her.
"It is true, I swear it!" he vowed.
"I mean you no ill. I fought till the
end, and my good horse alone carried
uie In advance of the routed troops.
Dom Corrla may reach the fluca alive,
but even so he and the rest will be
I refused to escape without
killed.
pou. Believe me or not, you are dear-

moaulng cry

Frances.
And then that little cat did a most
surprising thing She Jumped into the
hammock and whispered in Frances'
ear as plainly as any human ever

could:
"Come on and be a cat! It's easy.
All you have lo do is to think you are
a pussy and run on all fours, and then
Just
you'll soon be catching mice.
watch me and then try it."
Here Fluflle Jumped down off the
veranda and disappeared.
Frances rubbed her eyes and then
was nstouished to uotice for the first
time she had five little claws on each
hand and they were covered with soft

than life Itself."
Carmela, with a sudden movement,
raised her face to his and threw aside
her veil.
"Salvador!" she said.
Πΐβ eyes glared into hers. His frensied clutch at the reins pulled the horse
er

to Its hauuehes.

"My

Carmela!"

God,

he

almost

shrieked.
"Yes.
So

you are running away,
Salvador—running away with the English miss, deserting my father In the

fur.

Come to look, she was furry ull over,
just like Flutlie, and her body was so
light that it seemed as if she could
easily fly.
"I guess I'll try a humming bird."
she said to herself, with eager delight.
So she crouched on all fours and
shatter that false face of his utterly,
at one that was flitting about
but
the
sprang
as
with
to blast him
lightning,
lock snapped harmlessly, for Sau lie- the honeysuckle.
She failed to get the humming bird,
uavldes had Indeed borne himself galbecause there was a spray of
lantly in the frny. He struck at her however,
She winced, Crimson Rambler roses In the way,
now In a whirl of fury.
scratched
but with catamount activity drew back which threw her down and

But she will die
hour of his need!
with the others, you say. Well, theu,
|oln her!"
During that quick twist on the
borse's withers she· had plucked a revolver from a holster. She meant to

her.

1er arm and hit him ou the temple
«•1th the heavy weapon. He collapsed
Imply, reeled from off the saddle, and
The frightened
:hcy fell together.
îorse, finding himself at liberty, galoped to the camp, where already there
kvas au unusual commotion.
Carmela flung herself on the man's
jody. She was capable of extremes

Then she lay In wait awhile for fl
mole which was at work digging a subway under the garden wplk.
But Mr. O. Mole was very shy, and
little Frances Fussy grew tired of

ground

waiting for him.
Being a cat wasn't so much fun
after all, thought Frances, as a big
yellow dog leaped over the fence and

.'ither of grief or passion.
"Salvador, my love, my love!" she
icrenmed. "What have I done? Speak
to mi·, Salvador! It Is I. Carmela! Oh.
Mary Mother, come to my aid! I have

made for her.
She made a dash
door. It was closed.

for the kitchen
But fortunately
Bridget happened along at that moment and chased Frances into the
house with a broomstick.
.Frances sneaked into the pantry, for
she· was now desperately hungry and

iilled him—killed my Salvador!"
lie looked very white and peaceful
She
is he lay there In the gloom.
:ould not see whether his Hps moved.
She was too distraught to note If his
It seemed Incrediicart was beating.
ble that she, a weak woman, should
lave crushed the life out of that lithe
ind nctlve frame with one blow. She

thirsty and felt as weak as a cat.
Nothing In sight to ent or drink!
She mewed aloud, but nobody answered.

So sho ennintr tin on a shelf, where a
Ια
small cream Jug looked promising
her guilty haste she knocked It over.
"Aha, now you've done It!" cried
black Sambo, the sbort haired cat,
peering in through the mosquito bar.

and ran blindly.
Lo· g before Carmela reached the
Inert San Benavldes stirred, groaned,
•i;ulrmed convulsively and raised himHe turned
■elf on bands and knees.
■.nil sat down, feeling his head.
"The
"The spitfire!" he muttered.
Would
And that other!
he devil!
hat I could wring her neck!"
Λ sputtering of rifles cruckled In the
alloy. There was a blurred clamor
He looked at the sky, at
i voices.
Ho
:;i? black summits of the hills.
ti'od up, and his Inseparable sword
•ose

"It's bad luck to

upset

Carmola's covert glance watching her
from the other end of the long room.
What was to be done? Why not send
Carmela In her stead? They were almost of the same height and dressed
somewhat alike In flowered muslin.
It would be an amusing mistake,
though annoying perhaps to San Benavldes. At any rate, Carmela would not
and Iris was fully resolved not

object,
to keep the tryst In person.
She walked straight to her enemy.
"Colonel San Benavldes awaits you
to the pateo," she said In English.
"Awaits me!"
There was no mistaking the gleam
In those jet black eyes. The smoldering fire flamed into furnace heat at the
Implied indignity of such a mandate
being delivered by Iris.
"I suppose bo," said Iris carelessly.
"A servant brought the message. He
came to me in the first instance, but I
am

Just going

to my room to

pack

my

few belongings. We leave here at
daybreak, you know."
So at last Carmela would learn the
truth. Salvnder was out there alone.
She would soon Judge him. If he were
Innocent she would know, it ne naa
merely been tucde the sport of u designing woman she whs ready to forgive. In a more amiable mood than

Frances called
In
blm
after
ecoru.

Hut as she turned her tail brushed a large sheet
of sticky fly paper
that was artfully
spread out on the

C0NTI5UID.]

shelf.

the
kxockki>itoveb
stuck sue
to the paper. She ptit out a paw to
pull It off. and the paw stuck too.
Then she bit und scratched and struggled frantically, and the more she
Of

worse

she got

tangled

up lu the horrid mass of gum. glu»
and paper.
It was a most awful fix to be in!
Would no help come? Frances was becoming exhausted, and her cries grew
fainter and fainter.
Then she fell out of the hammock
and woke up. Flutfle stood staring at
her, and mamma cume to the door.
"Why, Frances!" she exclaimed.

"The Idea of your going to sleep and
out of the hammock!"
But Frances still Insista that she
wasn't asleep, but that she was actually changed into a cat for a little

falling

while.
Frances will never again wish to be
a coon cat or any other kind of cat,
but Is contented to remain what she
Is—mamma's
pet girl.—New Tork
World.

Th· King In Wrong.
"The king can do no wrong," quoted
the wise guy.
"Ob, that's all rot!" retorted tbe aimpie mug, who had beeu up late thl

A fiat wooden tray Is pro

ulgbt before.
drawing to a

"Suppose you were
straight and wanted

either a deuce or a seven
adelphia Record.

irlerk's wrist the hundred recesses ar»·
ailed and the surplus swept off.—Har

«pot"—Phil-

H· Knew,

[jar's Weekly.

"Say, pa."

"Well, whnt Is it?"
"Pa. what is alfalfa?"
"It's a slang term for whiskers, bod,"
replied the city man as be resumed
Ms novel.—Washington Herald.

A Qonlu·.
Little Willie—Say. pa. what is a gen
lus?
Pa—A genius, my son. Is a person
whom nature lets In on the ground
lloor, but whom circumstances force to
live In an attic. -Chicago News.

Strong

"Who

de

Iron

remember tbe catcher*!
but I can tell you who pitched."
—New York Preaa.

Hint.

change."—Harper's

What He Remembered.
wus tbe man In tbe

mask?"
"1 don't

Customer— You don't seem very quick
at figures, my boy. Newsboy—I'm out
Ye see. most o' de gents
o' practice.

"Keep
Weekly.

tail

struggled the

luced containing a hundred recesses.
Jttch just big enough to lodge one coin
tud Just shallow euougb to prevent the
possibility of two lurking together.
The pile of stnull coins Is [mured ou:
>n this tray, and with one jerk uf the

■ays,

course

fluffy

ess, flowing garment.
With great rapidity he will make an
«change of notes, doing his calculaiwire and
ng on an abacus, a frame of
>eads similar to those used in country
schools everywhere years ago. His
ong, lithe fingers move over the beads
nore quickly than the eye can follow,
jut there's no mistake in the total.
Perhaps the visitor will want a large
piece of money changed into small
:oin. Instead of going through the
wearisome operation of counting our
the 300 pieces Included in this transition a simple, Ingenious device is

A

ui

he vanished.
•"Fraid cat!"

:azll."

jmployed.

créa

Something

terrible is sure to
happen to you. so
here's where I
And
skiddoo!"

1 inked 011 the stony ground.
"Ah. well," he growled, "I have done
llh women. They have had the best
What Is left I give to
•f my life.

ΒΚ

a

Jug.

ivord Is not. as it sounds, German, but
or
t corruption of Hindoo "sarraf,"
inker's assistant. In response to this
nil a native cashier appenra, noiseless
tnd deferential, with α smooth shaven
ikull, a four foot pigtail and a spot-

"I HAVK KILLED HIM."

come

"Well, it is
worth being born
in Maine, I think,
to have such lovely long fur or
fluff and α big
bushy tall like a
plume and six

illrectlou

on

cats

from.

lystems.
A foreigner, especially if be be of
jrepossesslug appearance, Is received
pith great civility at a Chinese bank.
'SchroffP' shouts the head clerk. This

was he who took Iris on his shoulders
and brought her to safety through the
spume of the wrathful sea. he who
carried her to the hut, he who crossed
Fernando Noronha alone to protect
her.
Coke was impartial. He would have
minimized his own singular bravery
In running up the ship's signals had

not Iris given him a breathing space
while she enthralled the others with
her description. Otherwise Coke skipped no line of his epic.
"You'll rec'lect," he wheezed In a
voice that rasped like a file, "you'll
rec'lect, Mr. Verity, as I snld to you
that Ilozler was good enough to take
charge of the bridge of a battleship.
By-well, any'ow If I'd said the channel fleet I shouldn't *ave bin talkln'
through me 'at. Look at "im now.
'E's the on'y reel live ηιφι Dom Wot's'ls-name 'as gut. Sink me, if It wnsn't
for the folks at 'ome an' the fac' that
the Andromoeda's skipper ought to
keep clear of politics In this crimson
country I'd 'ave a cut in at the game

that Iris and he must converse lu that

language or hardly at all. The thought
The volcauo stirred
was disquieting.
again.
"Senhora, je vous prie!" again plead-

ΓΗ· Way the Clerk· Uae the Abaeu·
and Counting Board·.
The Chinese have a way of getting
lold of the flrst principles of things.
>ven though they may not have develiped them Into elaborate and scientific

Coke's narrative was picturesque and
Every incident centered in the
striking personality of Philip Hozier.

!

It startled her to flnd San Benavldes

IN A CHINESE BANK.

lurid.

I

Frances couldn't help feeling euvlous
she watched Flutlie playing in the
garden among the nasturtium» and the
lilies, now romping out over the lawn
after grasshoppers and now darting up
the pear tree in some wild, unreasonable hope of cntching a bird.
"It must be fun to be you, Miss

as

talking French until It occurred to her

(TO

freight.

a
during the voyage. But, 'elped a lot by our consul, squeezed
the president—beg pardon,
of
out
understand.
cannot
you
pasa

else to talk of

Of courte,

I mela's

branch of the Intelligence

Philip, trained to pin his faith In
maps and charts, came to the conclusion that Lns Flores could be attacked
from the rear, which lay to the north
west The Brazilians laughed at the
Where were the troops to
notion.

«go the

We'd be off

feared

I'm

Frances and
The Coon Kitty.

•he bad displayed at any moment since
her arrival at Las Flores, Carmela
hastened along a dark corridor, crossed
a bare hall, passed through a porch
and searched the shadows of the
pateo for the form of her one time
lover.
Δ voice whispered In French:
"Come quickly, senhora, I pray you!"

name,

1

By refusing to listen to secrets
|i saved unlimited trouble.

out
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Plans for a new
June 2*.—Republican county conveutlon, South for the ensuing year.
Parts.
and larger reservoir were submitted and
June 39 —Western Μ ·1ηβ Odd Fellows' Held day, 1 discussed and referred to a future meetSouth Parle aud Norway.
lune 29.—Republican «tate convention. Auirusta. ing.
June 29.—Oxford Homooa Grange, with FredThe ladies who have charge of the
erick Ruble, Otlsfleld Gore.
tloral decorations in the Universalist
< >xford Association of Universal
Juue 29, :mj
church for this month would be very
lets. A m lover.
Second
Congressional 1 glad of any contributions of flowers deJune 3".—Republican
NtM convention, Lewlston.
livered at the church at three o'clock
July 2 l>euiocratlc county convention, South
Paris.
Saturday afternoon, aud any assistance
in the arrangement of them would be
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
gratefully received.
Mrs. George Scribuer is in very poor
Mrs
Suit and Coat >ale.
Mr.
Scribner's sister,
health.
New Dry and Fancy Goods Store.
of Portland, was with her the
Hough,
Wet
the
Out
Keep
past week.
Eastern Steamship Co.
Chandler Curtis and Miss Mabel CurSeat-on.
The Having
tis of West Paris were guests at Ε Β.
$10.00 Reward.
Curtis' the past week.
Eye Comfort.
Two First-Class Men Wanted.
Miss Mary Pierce is attending the comWasted.
Westbrook
at
mencement exercises
Seminary this week.
is
Edith
Miss
Δ
Pomcroy
visiting her
brother in Auburn.
Mrs. Ε. II. Jackson and Mies Mary
Hubbard were in Portland several days
will be held in
the past week.
Miss Agnes Brown and Miss Julia
City Hall, Augusta.
Biinckle were suddenly called to WilWednesday, June 29. 1910, mington, Del., last week by the death of
Brinckle's father,
Miss
Maj. J. R.
AT to O'CLOCK A. M.
Brinckle, U. S. Army, retired. Maj.
for
candidates
For the purpose of nominating
Brinckle has been in poor health fora
Governor and State auditor to be supported at number of
He married a daughyears.
the Se ρ te ni lier election, ami transacting such
ter of the late L)r. Thomas H. Brown of
other business a· may properly come before It.
Is
as
follows
of
ba^ls
has
The
resided here a part
representation
this village, and
Each city, town and plantation wtl! be entitled of the time since he retired from the
to one delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for
He leaves a widow and three
the Republican candidate for Governor In 190* an army.
additional delegate; and for a fraction of 40 daughters who have the universal symadditional
a
further
75
·,
vote
votes In excess of
of this community.
delegate. Vacancies In the delegation of anv pathy
be
observed as
Next Sunday will
city, town or plantation can onlv be tilled by
residents of the county In which the vacancy children's Suutlay at the Uuiversalist
•liste.
church, and it is expected that a numThe State committee will be In session in the
ante-room of the Cltv Hall at nine o'clock of the ber of children will be baptized.
of
receivfor
the
Miss Morrow of Smith College, who is
purpose
day of the convention,
ing credentials of delegates. In order to be
spending the summer at The Beeches,
eligible to participate lti the convention, dele- will
tutor in college preparatory work.
gates must f»e elected subsequent to date of the
call for this convention
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker
All electors of Maine, whatever their political are
spending this week at The Beeches.
who believe In the
—

—

Republican

State

Convention

affiliation may have been,
general principles and policy of the Republican
success at the polls In the
party and desireInits this
State, are cordially Incoming election
vite·! to uutte under this call In electing delegates
to the convention.
Per order. Republican State CommitteeBYRON BOYD.
FRANK H. BRIGGS,
Secretary.

Augnsta, May 2,1910

call, the towns and plantation· of
Oxford County will be entitled to the following
numbers of delegates respectively
OXFORD.
Under this

Albany,
Andover,
Bethel,
Brown lleld,
Bucktleld,
Byron,

Canton,

Denmark,
Dix Held,

Frveburg,
Gllcad,
Grafton,
Greenwood,
Hanover,

Hartford,
Hebron,

Hiram,

Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico,

Newry,

1 I
i
4
3
3
1 j
1
3
2
3
4 I
1 !
1
2
1
3
2
3
3
1
4

1

j

Norway,

Oxford,
Parie,
Peru,
Porter,
Roxbury,
Rumford,
Stonehain,
Stow,

Sumner,
Sweden.

Upton,

Waterford,
Woodstock,

5
3
S
2
3
1
8
1
1
2
1
2
3

PLANTATIONS;
1
Lincoln,

Magalloway,

Milton,

1
1

Toto!,

Democratic Promises.

<».

Bless you, the Démocrate don't believe
half what they profess to say when, io
convention assembled, they resolve that
the politicians have exploited Maine "to
the incalculable injury of her citizenship," and call upon men to vote with
them for the purpose of bringiug about
"those changes which shall enable this
state to take that place among its sister
states which it once held and which of
right belongs to it." They don't believe
that Maine is such a whole lot worse than
the other states, or that its citizenship is
debauched and debased to an incalculable degree.
Indeed, you'll tind that
most of them are really rather proud of
the state. Their platform statements
But it
are of course for political effect.
la
rather unfortunate that
political
ai.gency should require them to set
their state before the world in such a

light

The Democrats of com se promise, if
given the chance, to repeal the hated
Sturgis law and resubmit the prohibitory amendment. The mass of the party
undoubtedly disapprove of both the
Sturgis law and prohibition, though the
party is by no means unanimous on
either point. They further promise, if
entrusted with power, to enact a corrupt
practices act, endorse the income tax
amendment to the federal constitution,
and "demand" (not enact) a direct primary law and election of United States
Senators by the
people. Singularly
enough, although the convention was
a candidate for
name
to
a
chance
given
United States Senator, and thus at least
exemplify one step toward election by
the people, it decliued to do so.
That is all there is of specifio promises
in the platform. The rest of it, constituting the bulk of its wording, is in
general terms, and in such general terms
as could be employed only by a minority
party. In general terms it promises to
"reduce the state expenditures and readjust our tax system" so that only such
amount shall be raised by direct taxation as is necessary, etc. Also in general
terms it promises to "remedy the existing conditions" which have brought our
good state to such a pass.
A promise to remedy existing conditions is sufficiently vague to be perfectly
safe. To readjust the tax system is
something that sounds well, but in
practice is well known to be one of the
most difficult things connected with

ureenwoou.

A glance at our notebook shows : hat
w«>ather rearcast last week, euded a
little too lately to be wholly correct.
Thursday was reported as warmer with
alternating suushine aud shade, which
was correct up to the time of mailing
the letter; while an hour later a thunder
shower passed over, much heavier elsewhere than here.
Friday, another rainstorm, but not so
as to prevent Wesley Ring from bringing
his wife and baby over on a visit, while
he and his chum went up to Twitchell
l'ond fishing and caught a Hue string of
bass and pickerel.
Saturday, still raining, but these same
men went to Locke's Mills, taking another with them to a caucus.
Sunday, the rain continued, thus rendering it a long dreary day, as some figured the time out.
Monday, weather fair and windy, thus
causing a more and favorable aspect of
things in general. The same day furnished company to the amount of Mrs.
Frank Brooks and her little girls, also
Ira SwaD.
Tuesday was made a washing day, and
the girls said it did seem nice to have
weather that would dry the clothes once
more.
And probably the other sex
thought about the same, although perhaps not expressed in words.
Wednesday, young craft attended NewCentury Pomona Grange at Kumford
Center; a big crowd out and a tine time
generally; about twenty went from
Franklin Grange; day fair with slight
shower in the afternoon.
Thursday, fair with a little breeze; two
crews on the road trying to mend their
ways, one in the Irish neighborhood, the
other here running the road machiue.
In the meantime these locals are being
transferred from mind to paper.
Some time since, a Finn bought a
piece of timber land not far away, and
now a crew of that nationality are cutting pulp wood on it. They live in the
lower part of the town and leave their
The*e
team here on their way to work.
in stature, light commen are short
plexion with blue eyes and brown hair;
they have been in this coun'ry but a
short time, consequently their English is
very broken and difficult to understand.
We handed one of the men our notebook
and pencil, with a request to write his
name, and this is what he wrote, Kalle
Ueikkinen.
our

Hebron.
There was

Friday.

a

meeting

of the W. R. C.

|

Mrs. James Hutchins, who has been
rery ill, is now recovering.
Mrs. G. L. Sturdivant with her daugh·
ter and son, of Yarmouth, are guests of
Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Tuell. Dr. and Mrs.
Sturdivant are former residents of

Bethel.

The village schools closed this week;
the schools in town next Saturday.
The W. C. T. U. observed "Flower
Mission Day" Tuesday afternoon with
the pupils of Misses Richardson and
Andrews. The pupils gave a very pretty programme which was followed by
the
President of
remarks from the
Union, Mrs. Ο. M. Mason, and Mrs.
Chandler. About forty of the parents
and friends were present. The schoolroom had been profusely decorated with
wild flowers and cut flowers by the
teachers and pupils. At the close of the
exercises members of the Union made
the flowers into bouquets, and the sick
the
and shut ins were remembered,
pupils being the cheerful bearers of
these messages of love. It was a most
pleasant affair and much enjoyed by all
who attended. Each pupil received a
souvenir tied with white ribbon. The
observance of this day has become a
pleasant memory and happy anticipation for the pupils and Union.
Will Garey and E. C. Bowler have installed an electric plant in their buildings, and an all day servico is now given.
Another Picture Show Company, Stafford and Sanders, exhibited in Odeon
Hall two evenings, and was very good.
Mrs. W. A. Bunting and children of
Cumberland are visiting Mrs. Bunting's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
A brass band is being formed in Bethel
and there is much enthusiasm manifested
by the members, and also the citizens.
The Chapman picnic was postponed on
account of the unfavorable weather, but
the postponement will only serve to add
to the enjoyment.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.

number from this vicinity attended Gould Academy graduation exercises. Methel D. Packard, our niece,
was one among twenty who graduated,
and her speaking was fine. She bids fair
to make a success in what her heart and
band find to do. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Packard, who reside
in Bethel, and a cousin to James Roy
Packard, the son of J. B. Packard of
Moumouth, and we see in the Buckfleld
items that John prophesies a bright future for this young man after hearing
his oration.
Ida Packard, youuger sister to Methel,
has one year more at Gould Academy to
graduate. She too bids fair to make a
success in life.
While listening with tearful eyes to
the well composed parting words to all
by Miss Wilson, our thoughts were carried back to other days when, a student
at old Gould's, we formed friendships
which have lasted, and some reach over
the grave and the river to an Eden land
fairer beyond, though in the writer's belief, ever near us though unseen. The
dearest and purest ones are allowed
to, and want to be near. Those who
would not forsake us in life here would
not after death, as death is only a passport to a higher school for which we are
being fitted here.
Is it not strange how much higher in
many ways a dog is than some who
claim to be human beings? There can be
no lower order of creation than a base,
low, vile, so-called human being. We
remember the love and friendship of one
pure minded roan, and though dead he
is here. The influence never dies.

Quite a

West Bethel.
"It's O, my heart, my heart,
To be out in the sun ami sing!
To sing and shout tn the flelds about,
Id the balm ami blossoming.
Sing loiul, O, blnl In the tree,
O, bird, sing loud In the eky ;
And honey bees blacken the clover bed-

The sodden death of Dr. J. C. Cald· 1
well at East Somner early Friday mornlog while there attending to professional
duties, bas removed one of the most ■
prominent and widely known physicians
of Oxford County, and brings sadness to ;
his hosts of friends. Dr. Caldwell was
1
born in 1843 at Topsham, Vermont,
ColMedical
Bowdoln
from
graduated
entrai
lege in the class of 1870, and oame to j
Buckfield in the same year and comof that
practice of hie profeaaion. In September menced practice. In December
**»__
mi·
L.tU
f
of that year he enliated in the 23d Maine
Regiment, of which be became Quarter- Stanwood of Brunswick, Me., who died he building· on the Roecoe ι
maater Sergeant. After bia discharge in 1888. There were four children born
Mf
from the army in the summer of 1863, at of this union, three of whom are living,
as
acreage
by
of
the expiration of bia regiment's term
Mrs. A. T. Cole of this place, Mrs. Chais.
may
my
porchaser
reJ®8"®· ,,ι -Min.
service, he returned to Fryeburg and
Buck of Traverse City, Michigan, and
sumed the practice of law. In Novem- Wilbur C. Caldwell, who is at present
conto
Boston
to
he
removed
On
Mass.
ber, 1863,
employed at Turner's Falls,
tinue there the practice of hia profession. Nov. 30, 1897, he wae married to Mrs.
soon
His literary taste, however,
prevail- Hattie Wyman, who survives him. He
»' bom. Iron, Yale
and in 1865
the

susses
Mi'
•"i'
J'ô"'ÎuSSa
£t&
τ

»-
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has a brother and sister in Vermont and
half sister in Neponset, III. Dr.
Caldwell was an active and honored
member of the American Medical
,er father, George Marebau, ai
elation, the Maine Medical Association
and the Oxford County Medical AssoLyon and Jane Dyer of Boeciation, and for thirteen years has been
PenStates
of
United
one of the board
returned to Portsion Examiner», during whioh time he
has missed only a very few meetings,
recently vl.ited
probably less than six, of the board. He
was a member of Evening Star Lodge of
Masons, and also a member of Mayflower
Chapter, 0. E. S. The funeral was held
from the Baptist church, and the esteem
in which he was held was attested by
the profusion of floral tributes and the
large attendance of those who have so
long known him.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hersey of New
Look out for b"K
York are visiting at the homo of Mr.
Mass., came
H.
Mrs.
Qeo.
Mr.
and
Hersey'e parents,
- oblld
Hersey, on High Street.
There was a social at Nezinscot Hall
»d
Mad8' ™n
Saturday evening with a good crowd and wore in Norway
a jolly time.
L C. Bates went to New naveu
The Republican caucus was held at
one
at
the office of F. R. Dyer Saturday
o'clock. Delegates were elected to the
county, district and state conventions as
follows:
To County Convention—A. B. Cole, A. K.
Chaflln and A. F. Warren.
To District Convention—B. E. Gerrlsh, A. E.
«>6
Cole and J. E. Warren.
Minnie Go., of
To State Convention—F. R. Dyer, A. T. Cole.
Town committee is made up as follows:

A*so-1

Francis D. Mills will again work in
the Whitten A Dennison post-card house
during the academy vacation.
Mrs. Noah H. Palmer of Lovell, and
Mrs. A. P. Bean of Concord, Mass., are
staying with their eister, Mrs. Vienna
Holt, to tenderly care for her, hoping to
thus hasten her recovery.

SS:S£·-;;

^^SWSS

The medical men to whom his case was
referred pronounced it paralysis of the
brain and held out no hope that his life
could be prolonged beyond a few months,
or, possibly, one or two years. He was
at once removed to the Lunatic Hospital
at South Boston, where he remained till
His resihis death on Âugust 22, 1878.
dence at the hospital was far from unhappy. The unremitting care of the
hospital's physician and of his other attendants, supplemented as it was with
the constant offices of his family and
friends, secured his content and even enjoyment in an unusual degree, and his
end was peace.
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Chairman— A. F. Warren.

Secretary—R. Crockett.
Wm. L. Harlow, L. C. Waterman, J. M. Mil-

the 4th seems to be a certainty. No
program has been arranged yet, though
the St. Cecilia Band of Lewiston has
been engaged for the occasion day and
evening. Mr. R. M. Kersteid has the
management of the affair.
Lawyers Libby and Morris of Gorbam
were in town Wednesday looking up
evidence in the damage case of Reuben
M. Whitman vs. Grand Trunk Railway
Co.
Charles Thurston is building a small
cottage at the bead of the pond on the
Amne Bryant farm.
The Maugers of Plainfield, N. J have
arrived and are occupying their cottage
on

Music.

Madge Leone Turner,
"Flying Jim's Last Leap,"
Edward Blake Hutchinson,
"Farmer Stobblns on Rollnrs,"
Lena May lngersoll,

Ranks.

Carleton.
Anon.

Michaels,"
Music.
Ralph Lester Barrett,
"Toussaint L'Ouverture,"
Mabel Blanche Ruck,
"The Story of Mother Becker,"
Ethel Llbby Waterman,
"Bobby 5>hafto,"
"How He Saved St.

Books have arrived for the Whitman 4.
Public Library. It is understood that
5.
Mrs. Stella M. Bacon has been selected
as librarian by the trustees.
β.
North Buckfield.

place Sunday.

East Sumner.

Died at East Sumner on Sunday afternoon, June 12, Mrs. Adelaide (Rowe)
Stetson, wife of S. Francis Stetson, aged
G7. By her death the Congregational
cliurcb, the Ladies' Circle, the Grange
and the community are bereft of a faithful, devoted and greatly respected member, whose loss will be keenly felt.
The funeral services were largely attended and conducted by Rev. S. C. Eaton, assisted by Rev. Gilman Rice, a former pastor. The profusion of floral tributes eviDced the deep respect felt on the
occasion.
The Grange, of which she was a member, was well represented, and the occasion an impressive one. Truly a good
woman has gone to her reward.

West Lovell.

The circle last Thursday was well attended and a good time eDjoyed.
Mrs. Elsie Jacobs of Buckfiold has
John Fox and G. W. Andrews have
been spending a few days with her sister,
gone to Bangor to a G. A. R. meeting,
Mrs. Harry Jacobs.
and were accompanied by Mrs. Fox.
Mrs. Eleanor G. Small left for FarraThey will visit Lewie E. Fox while there.
ingtun Saturday to visit her son, Β. M.
Mrs. Cora Nichols was quite sick TuesSmall. Mrs. Small was accompanied by
with what the doctor pronounced
her daughter, Mrs. Helen Robertson, day
acute indigestion.
who will go from there to Bangor as
Mies Aristeen Lord had an ill turn
delegate to the W. R. C. convention. The Wednesday and a physician was called.
otlier delegate is Mrs. Stephen C. Heald.
Zeno Fontain and wife called on Mre.
Alternates, Mrs. Lettie Ford and Mrs. Fontain'e aunt, Joan McAllister, and
Vona Barrett. It will not be convenient
family Wednesday.
for them to attend.
Telephone line 7 was cut off from cenThe S. B. R. Club held a meeting in
tral Wednesday morning. West Lovell
the reading room Thursday afternoon.
is in the woods again.
The topic under consideration was female suffrage, chosen by Mrs. Alice L.
North Perls.
Buck. Author, Susan B. Anthony.
Mrs. Ida M. Brown's two little daughThe 26tb annual convention of the W.
ters have been staying with their grandR. C. held at Bangor June 15th and 16 th
parents, At J. Abbott and wife, for a
closed by singing a patriotic dozology,
few weeks.
composed by Mrs. M. M. Davis of North
Frank Farris Is doing quite an exWaterford, and sung for the first time on tensive job of repair work on F. A. Dunher 79th birthday, May 30, 1900, at the
ham's house.
memorial service at East Stoneham.
Dana Grover and Lee Dunham went
Mrs. Davis is a charter member of Geo.
on a fishing trip to Gilead last week.
M. Knight
W. R. C., No. 95,
North
J. I. Libby and wife of Portland are
Waterford. The lines are as follows:
visiting bis daughter, Mrs. Dana Grover.
"1'ralse God from whom all blessings flow;
C. B. Stevens is painting bis house.
PraUe Him who healed the nation's woe;
Frank Kimball is helping him.
Praise film who set our country free;
Praise God for life and liberty.
was

observed at the

regular meeting of West Paris
Grange. An all-day meeting with a
good attendance for such a stormy day.
The forenoon was taken up by conferring the third and fourth degrees.

Dinserved in the lower hall. Then
it was given over to the committee who
had charge of the children, with the
following program, which was without
ner was

an error:
March.

Song of Welcome.
.•..Tuelltown School Children.
Dialogue
Bertha Pen ley.
Recitation—Welcome,
Piano duet, ...Alice Banlen and Edith Gardner.
Martha Porter.
Recitation,
Tableau—Everybody Works but Father,
Tuelltown School Children.
Piano duet,
Madge Tuell and Lllla Young.
Recitation—The Lawyer and the Orange,

Edltli Llttlehale.
Recitation—The Mothers' Strike
Inez Elwell.
Song—Where the Kentucky Flows,
May, Oel'a and Inez Elwell.
Recitation—▲ Child Father to the Man,
Etta Hollts.
Recitation—The Child and the Bird,

Lyndell Churchill.

Recitation—Twilight Thoughts,

Wllraa Llttlehale.

Oraand Doris Field.
Three Girl·.
Master Edward Penley.
Master Henry Brlggs.

Much credit was given to Blanohe Haskell in assisting the committee. Refreshments were served in the lower ball
for the children. The rest of the time
was taken α ρ by playing games and a
general good time. Committee in
charge, Mrs. Lena Chase, Mrs. Lena
Bnbler, Mrs. Emma Porter, Mrs. Stetson

Tuell.

WMr."D. S. Perkins is having his garage
paMrt6M M Wentworth is workw.tt

thf totaphin·

at

connect

to

lines

Jones,

or

B^nFe,Cal1S.°i.To"oo,hWlod

ham.

—

~~

l'hllllps.

pnlp

North Stoneham.
rRrown the road commissioner,

Greene.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Music.
John Armstrong Gerrleh,
"The Man Without a Country,"
Julia Adrlann Glle,
'Captain Jauuary,"
Music.
Ellen Spauldlng Cole.
"Tommy's Prayer,"
Esther Hersey Eastman,
"The Angels of Buena Vista,"

Hale.

Richarde.
Nichols.
Whlttier.

Music.

Frank Donald

Wlthlngton,

"Catiline's Defiance,"
Lura Belle Morrill,
A Few Bars In the Key of G,"

Croly.
Osborne.

th^F^01'cSw;e?,'''rreL,lled
of Charles &

Kilgore

»°!ïï yg

iof Nortn

"SifSUVHZS—
ce°ft

Miss Julia Gile first, Miss
McAllister of East Stoneham
Lena Ingersoil second, and Miss Ellen
bi.<rieod, J. 0. Flanders,
for
the
Donald
and
Cole third,
boys,
I Saturday night.
Gerrish
secfirst
and
John
Withington
m8 and
ond.
gradoation at
The graduation exercises occurred
Thursday afternoon with the following I
h» come to the
program:
ι Hut here.

Winners

were

Music.
Commencement Address, Hon. Geo. D. Blsbee.
Fred R. Dyer.
Award of Diplomas,

Music.

TUE CLASS OF 1910

!,Ufi"."h

1 M^dre/Fro.^went^to^he

ΝΐΓ,αο?Χ'Pointer,
Norway

Lake.

The Department of Maine, O. A. R.,
held its annual encampment at Bangor
last week. Rev. John W. Webster of
was

elected department

com-

mander by acclamation, and this is the
first time in the history of the department that a commander has been elected without opposition. Rev. J. H. Little of Bethel was chosen department

chaplain.

Edward A. Chase of Bangor, a rivei
Thursday evening the graduatiug class driver, won fame on Suiiday week bj
Hall
folat
Nezinscot
gave a reception
riding a log through the turbulent waters
lowed by a ball.
of Hell Gate in the East River at New
church
at
the
afternoon
Baptist
Friday
York. Life savers followed him, but he
a class of fifteen were graduated from needed
At one point
no assistance.
the grammar school with appropriate Chase was forced to
jump from the log
exercises.
the
as
on to a dredge, just
log plunged
Wednesday afternoon the high school under it. He sprang on the log again
boys defeated Leavitt at base ball by a when it reappeared and finished the
score of 14 to 2.
journey without mishap, although the
Miss Helen Sbaw is at home from hor
pole he carried was broken.
school In West Bridgewater, Mass., for
When Dr. John Hunter of Glasgow,
Mildred
Miss
the summer vacation.
Scotland, delivers his address at the
Shaw returned from Boston Saturday.
The funeral of W. W. Davis was held First Universalist church, Lewiston,
from his late residence at East BuckOeld Tuesday, June 21, he will be greeted by
Wednesday afternoon. Mr. Davis was a body of his countrymen in the auCampbell,
at work in Dedham, Mass., and was dience. Members of Clan
taken suddenly ill with pneumonia and Order Scottish Clan, of Lewiston, will athonor Dr.
to
lived only a few days. He leaves a tend the meeting in a body
Hunter. Many of them come from Glaswidow aDd two sons.
At the Democratic caucus at Buck- gow and vicinity and know of him and
field Saturday, June lltb, the following his work. Dr. Hunter's address will be
at the gathering of
delegates wore nominated for the several part of the program
Universalists of all Maine at Lewiston.
conventions:
District: T. S. Brldgham, C. W. Cooper, H. A.
here and There.
Cooper.
State : C. W. Cooper, W. Heald, T. S. Brldgham.

County : T. S. Brldgham, C. S. Child·, I. D.

The bureau of misinformation from
Fuller.
which the Boston papers get so much
Town committee: T. S. Brldirham, Washington
neald, Norman Be<«ey, L. E. Monk, Chester that is not so relative to Maine matters,
Bucknam, Fred Bennett.
was used by the Boston Post last week.
As the result, a profusely ilustrated
North Waterford.
article on Maine political affairs anMrs. John McAllister picked a dish nounces that "Senator Hale's successor
full of field strawberries June 5tb.
will be Ex-Governor Powers," and the
The schools close Friday with a picnic article is accompanied by a good porand entertainment at Pappoose Fond.
trait of Llewellyn Powers, former govMrs. A. B. Cooper from Milton, Mass., ernor of Maine, who has been dead for
is at Fred Hazelton's boarding.
some years.
The frost did quite a lot of damage.
Mrs. Jennie McAllister had tomatoes
Governor Gillett of California procovered up and it froze them through
to prevent the big Jefferles-Johnposes
the coverings.
son fight scheduled to be held in San
Edith Knight from Hebron SanaFrancisco
July 4th. He declare· that
torium is here at her home.
California has been made the "Mecca of
The Relief Corps held a special meetprize fighters," and would relieve that
ing Monday at their room for initiation. fair
state of the stain upon its name.
Hattie and Edith Knight entertained a
But has the governor no conception of
party of friends from Norway at the
any duty to mankind, beyond the limits
Playhouse the lut of the week.
of the stato of California? Does he take
Mr. McNeal is clerking for Wlnfield
no thought of the millions of good citiPerkins.
zens who will gather about the bulletin
boards and buy the papers in feverish
East Bethel.
haste, and whose Interest In the result
C. M. Kimball bas peas in blossom.
of the fight is at least as great as their
Mr. A. H. Bartlett of South Framing· interest in
yesterday's games?
ham, Mass., is at bis borne here for a
two weeks' vacation.
However, since the above was written,
Mr. Z. W. Bartlett and F. B. Howe attended a Democratic convention at Lew- it appears that there is at least one commonwealth in the country—the great
iston last week.
Mr. A. Burke has closed his home state of Nevada—which appreciates its
to
Rumford
here and moved his family
responsibilities and opportunities, and
the fight will come off.
where he will open a boarding hoaee.
Mr. David Gaw of Cambridge, Mass.,
was a guest at H. E. Bartlett'· last week.
New records in aviation are being
Mr. Amos Rich of Auburn was a guest made so
rapidly that it is difficult to
over night at A. M. Bean's.
track of them. It is settled be-

Mr. West attended the Democratic
conventions at Lewigton and Angnsta in
company with J. E. Molntire and sons.
B. G. Mclntire is again on the Democratic state committee.
Whooping cough is in the place. The
school is not closed, although half the
scholars are enable to attend.
A. A. Stearns of Lovell visited B. G.

I

Molntire the first of the week.

ι

I

READ!

NAMED

CONOBE88 AGAIN.

A Dumber of Democratic conventions
held last week. In the Second
District convention at Lewlston on Tueswere

ilay Daniel J. McGllllouddy of Lewiston
was given the nomination by acclamation
Mr. Mcfor representative to congress.
Qillicudy has twice before been the
g
Democratic candidate in this district, in
1006 and 1908. Hon. Lindley Murray
of
Staples of Kno* County was obairman
Nor^

M. L. Kimball of
way was chosen as the Oxford County

the convention.

member of the district committee. The
devoted largely to the
Payne-Aldrich tariff as the alleged cause
of the present high cost of HvIds, The
we concongressmen from this state
demned for not advocating the enactment of a parcels post law, and the
district
present representative from this
is censured for having "aligned himself
with the trusts," and for assisting in
resolutions are

thero was a contest for the nomination
for governor between Obadiah Gardner
of Rockland, who was the party's candidate two years ago, and Pederick W.
Plalsted of Augusta. A strong endeavor
was made to Induce Mr. Gardner to withdraw in the interest of harmony, but be
so.

McGillicuddy

was

S. B. & Z. S.

of South Parle on the committee

resolutions, and B. G. Mclntire of
Waterford was again chosen Oxford

on

County member

At this
money.

Let

necessarily huge bulk,

tban-air machine

records.

that

it is the heavieris making the

travellers have fonnd
freat benefit by taking with them a bottle of Db. Seth Arnold's Balsam. It
cures illness caused by impure water
ind sudden changes of climate. WarI
ranted by F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.

Experienced

An

ounce

sell you

us

dry.

you

rain falls at any hour withof prevention is worth

season

warning.

out

The Democratic party of Maine, In convention
assembled, déclarée to the people of our statu
that, If entrusted with power, It will
1. Reduce the State expenditures and rewjust our tax syetem eo that no direct tax shall be
levied by the State except that which le neces
of State
sary for the economical administration
affairs, the Improvement and maintenance of our
highways, the support of our schools and the
careful maintenance of our charitable Institu-

a

Rain Coat that will

keep

RAIN COATS.

A Fine Line at Low Prices.
Men's Fine Wool Rain
mixed colors.

fitting,
Equal to

by means of regularly
elected officers, repeal the so-called Sturgls law
and resubmit to popular vote the question of
constitutional Prohibition.
...

many $18

Coats,

well made, nice

Price

$30

to

only $15.

coats.

Other coats, nicely tailored, well lined. Good
serviceable coats, price $10 and $12.
Mackintosh and Oil Suits always in stock.

3. Demand the election of United States
senators by the people.
4. F. η dorse tne proposed amendment to the
constitution of the United States relative to the
taxation of Incomes.
5. F.nact a corrupt practice act.
β. Demand a direct primary law.
7. Remedy the existing conditions whereby
for 28 years this State has been misgoverned by
succession In
pi .lindane who caring more for
office than for State's progrès», who are neither
or either Republicans nor Democrats as their
political fortunes may have dictated, have exploited Maine to the Incalculable Injury of her
clt'zenshlp. These politicians have saddled an
annual expense of (4,000,000 upon our people
and upon our homes.
They have entrenched an array of office
holders; they have persistently nullified the
fifth amendment to the constitution; they have
spent $1.13.707 56 since lt»05 In the pretended enforcement of a law they themselves have repudiated. They have set at naught counties'
rlRhts of police regulations. They have Increased the State expenditures 30-) per cent In 28
In
years while the population shows a growth
the 1900 census of but seven per cent In the
same

MAINE.

(a Oil 1 fill

chairman of the

tions.
2. Enforce the laws

and

Prince,

NORWAY,

convention. Of the 1271 delegates entitled to seats, 1044 were present. Frank
P. Towne of Norway served as the Oxford County vice· president, W. 0. Froth-

ingham

light

cent Muslins in

10

Sincerely Yours,

There was considerable interest in the I
Democratic state convention which met
at Augusta Wednesday, particularly as

Mr.

;9 HEATHERBLOOM PETTICOATS in blue and
brown stripes, also plain grey, $2.50 quality
for 98 cents. Best work, wear finely and
wash well.
dark colors for 6 1-4 cents.
Remember, too, our White Sale will continue
until Saturday, July 2nd.

On the same day Hon. Samuel W.
Gould of Skowhegan was nominated by
the Democrats in the Third District.
Mr. Gould was once the candidate of his
party for governor.

declined to do

ΈΑΝϋΤ HATS 25 cents each. The latest fad
and just the thing for picnics.

{Large Lot of

the tariff bill upon the statutes.

placing

J. F. Plummer,

5

Clothier and Furnisher,

31 Market

South Paris,

Sq.,

j

period.

8. l'ledge to the nominees of this convention
and to the local candidates of our party oar
earnest and undivided support and call upon all
men, regardless of party, who desire good government in Maine, to Join with us in bringing
about those changes which shall enable this State
to take that place among Its sister States which
It once held and which of right belongs to it.

New

Mrs. Albert F. Berry.
Mrs. Maria S., wife of Mr. Albert F.
Berry, died in East Hiram, June 9th, of
valvular heart disease, aged 62 years, 13

Dry and Fancy Goods Store
Open June ιό, 1910,

days.

She was born in Norway, Me., to Cornelius W. and Lucy Hobbs. Her father
will be remembered as formerly a railroad

Maine News Notes.

Newport

Mellle Harlow Austin.
Ida Belle Forbes.
Harlow Uerrlsh.
Howard Maxim Irish.
Gladys Shaw Morrill.
Elsie Mae Palmer.
Eola Belle Swallow.
Altbea lleald Stetson.
Madeline Elizabeth Whitman.
Jennie Etta Whltro Record.

FOB

conductor

from

South

Paris

to

Frank Wood, whose health has been Island Pond. She was married July 10,
to Albort F. Berry, and resided in
very poor for a long time, has been 1872,
two years, tbeu in Deering
Portland
more.
a
or
week
ill
for
seriously
some
Miss Anna Rounds, a former teachei some 25 years, and in Denmark
in 11)06
She
here, came to F. E. Pottle's the 10th to years, removing to Hiram
leaves a husband, one son, Elmer W.
attend the graduation at Norway.
one
and
daughter,
Dr. Edna H. Stephens returned to Berry, of Denmark,
Massachusetts the 14th, her grandmothei Mrs. Ezra W. Busworth, of East Hiram,
she was
to
whom
and numerous friends,
having died the 11th.
ber pure and beautiMrs. Christine Stephens has been ill greatly endeared by
ful character, and her long and loyal defor a few days.

that man can fly, and
East Waterford.
much progress ia being made in the
J. E. Mclntire's cousin, Mrs. Eliza essential work of maintaining stability
(Cross) West, of Wells, and son John in the air. While many still pin their
have visited the Mclntires this week.
Faith to the dirigible balloon, with its

May, Delia and Inez Elwell.
Recitation—Drive the Nail Aright. Boys,
Muster Turple.
Delia Elwell.
Recitation—Happiest Days,
Song,

pl.®

keep
yond peradventure

Song—Grandmother's Love Letters,

Duet.
Good Night
Recitation
Recitation

»

»'e

PART II.

Earl Jack's herd of cattle which were
condemned for tuberculosis, were shipped to Auburn Wednesday to be slaughtered.
Clyde Keene's family of Grovertown,
Mass., are at his father's, C. B. Keene's.
Martha Record, who speut the winter
in Salem, Mass., has returned home.
The season was so backward farmers
are not through their planting.
Mrs. A. S. Bessey has been confined to
the house by a severe attack of rheu*
matism.
II. P. Millett of South Paris was in the

Children's Day

«—

j-i?JSnSW·-" .hipping

follows:
PART I.

Guernsey Island.

last

ffiffiJSSt**»

of men at

P*Mr"°A8 ™7elob«' "ρ&Ιη*

was as

GOVERNOR.—M'GILLTOUDDY

«7rf^rlÈ.£o„|^.rU..^

order of excellence. The musical part
of the program was also most excellent
and was thoroughly appreciated. Two
8·
piano duets by Mrs. Mitchell and Miss
Lamb, two vocal eolos by Miss Lamb,
a piano solo by Mrs. Mitchell and a vocal
duet by Mrs. and Miss Lamb made up
this part of the program. The pro-

gramme

FOB

Ptalftod

Nominate

of the state committee.
The ballot resulted In 575 votes for
Mr.
Plaisted and 311 for Gardner.
Gardner introduced Col. Plaisted, who
addressed the convention, and was greeted witb much applause.
was
of Wells
Lemont A. Stevens
L' B' nominated for etate auditor.
The platform adopted by the convention was as follows:

^umU

ieu.
Bryant's Fond.
«» g»»<·
The junior-sophomore prize speaking Sbelbôrne, ». H.,
A petition is being circulated for the
appointment of C. Lester Heath as took place at the Baptist church Wed- Penley'e.
deputy fish and game warden in thie nesday evening and was a success. The
Denmark.
church was filled with friends of the
vicinity.
has a large gang
Mr
Cobb
a
was
of
and
the
work
high
That we are to bave a celebration here contestants

West Sumner.

At the ball game here on Saturday
Hebron boys were again victorious, the
score being Hebron 5 and Kent's Hill 2.
We understand this was the last game
for the term, Hebron winning every
game
Mrs. H. A. Cushman went to Auburn
Friday and returned home on Monday.
Henry Bacon, a student who has been
in the C. M. G. Hospital several weeks,
has been in the place for a few days.
Mr. Bacon of Mercer made a short
visit here Tuesday to see his daughter,
who is attending the academy, and called
on a few friends.
Henry went home
with his father.
A young man named Carrol, who
works for Henry Bearce in the saw mill,
met with an accident Tuesday.
When
reaching to remove a chain hie hand was
caught in the gearing, taking off the tip
of his thumb and breaking the second
joint. The wound was dressed by Dr.
Parmenter.
On Tuesday afternoon, Mr. Lane of
West Minot, while at the funeral of Miss
government.
Barrows in that place, had a shock and
As for reducing the state expenditures,
Oickvale.
that might have a cheerful sound if the is in a precarious condition. Dr. Parmenter is in attendance.
E. G. Child is ill, threatened with a
Democrats had ever shown any real disis
in
this
H.
week
C.
Bangor
fever.
position to do what their position allow- attendingGeorge
the Grand Army encampment.
State expenditures
Mrs. H. B. Bishop received a shower
ed in that direction
Miss
Gertie
entertained
Miss
George
of about fifty postal cards on the first
are regulated mainly by the legislature.
teacher
District
No.
retbe
h
Gray,
8,
For a number of session* the legislature
day of June, it being her forty-eighth
has had a good minority of Democrats. cently.
birthday.
Merrill's daughter Mildred is
Henry
in
the
have
Grass is looking well but hoed crops
Democrats
Those
joined
sick.
quite
the
of
increased
small. I have had lettuce and radishare
and
expenditures
large
Will
Ramsdell
of
was
in
East Hebron
Those early peas
es from the garden.
state, over which the party is now mak- this
place Wednesday.
are now in blossom but they have a hard
ing such a howl. It|is a matter of comof
L.
S.
South
was
at
Paris
Billings
time uf it.
mon knowledge that only a single DemoMiss Tripp's Thursday to call on bis old
Some farmers are hoeing, others sowany
crat in the last legislature made
who
N.
is
in
friend,
Q
Bachelder,
poor
ing and planting.
protest against large appropriations, and health.
Mr·. R. S. Tracy and daughter Milhe did it in such a way as to make it apThe close of school is bringing many
parent that it was done without expect- strangers here and next week will be a dred are visiting in Weld.
atioQ.4?f effectiveness, and solely for poone for all.
litical purposes.
Furthermore, one of busy
Albany.
the Democratic members was father of
Mason.
Perry Bean, who has been in the West
the "bridge bill," which, whatever its
Mrs. Roberts of Michigan, who has for the last three years, has returned
merits, would If passed enormously inbeen visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. home.
crease the expenditures of the state
Mrs. Iva Bryant is visiting at C.'H.
Robert Gushing, returned to her home
treasury, and one of the leading DemoMcAllister's for a couple of weeks.
the
15th.
crats of the body was sponsor for the
A good attendance at the circle at
Hersey Fernald of Pittsburg, Penn.,
Aroostook Railroad tax rebate bill,
has been visiting friends in town and in James Kimball's last Thursday evening.
which if passed would have saddkd
It seems nice to bave it warm again.
and bis wife's sister, Mrs. Dougmore direct taxatioo on the people than Albany,
Strawberries are getting ripe.
las Gushing, and son, Gerald, returned
was involved in any other measure before
home with him for a visit of a few weeks.
the legislature. What reason have we to
Eaat Brownfield.
Mra. Clarence Tyler is on the tick list
believe that a party whose representaAt the Republican canons held June
»t the present time.
tives have made no use of the opportunFrancis Westleigh visited frienda in 11 the following were chosen; Chairman,
ity afforded them to keep down expenda few days the pa»* week, reC. E. Hill; secretary, A. F. Johnson.
itures, would change their plan if en- Norway
Delegates:
luming home Wednesday.
trusted with full power?
At the Republican cacus held the
Connty—A. F. Johnson, J. E. Clement, C. E.
Hill.
The New
England Association of, llth J. A. McKenzie was chosen dele- State— C. E. Spring, W. C. Blckford, A. B.
Bill.
Cemetery Superintendents will hold their j gate to the county convention.
P. H. Saunders and wife of North
District—A. B. Hill, W. C. Blckford, C. E.
summer session in Bath, June 16, and I
the members will be entertained by the iVaterford visited at D. W. Cuahing's a Spring.
Alfred Poore has gone to Portland.
the
week.
<
ew
days
past
Park and Cemetery Board of that city
Rev. Mr. Peterson ocoupled the pnlpit
Hersey Saunders of Norway visited at,
with a banquet at New Meadows Inn and /
it the Congregational ohnrob Jane 19.
a sail down the New Meadows River.
; I Douglas Gushing'» Sunday.

^Elizabeth
:°ï£ fi5£ S

'*Μ,Γ°ί°Λο1.οη
wc s

Sand's My Sister Jeannie, and several
works of a lighter character. In the
Literary World, however, bia ambition
seemed to culminate, and in it there
opened to him a most inviting and inspiring field of labor. Early in 1877,
however, it became evident that his
mental powers were seriously impaired.

Piedmont,

Creamery.

Sw»?ir.s

one

Locke's Mills.
this
of
Walter Farnham, formerly
place but now of Litchfield, was in town
last week.
There are none of you glad as I."
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Tirrell and boo
Showers and sunshine.
Lewie are boarding at Azel Bryant's.
MUSIC.
Good weather for the growing crops.
They will keep house as eoori as they March.
Summer begius next Wednesday.
can find a suitable rent.
Rev. A. W. I'ottle.
Prayer,
Eola Belle Swallow.
Miss Eva Bryant entertained a party Salutatory,
Haying and hoeing are running toAmerican History on
of her friends last Wednesday evening in Essay, The Influence of
gether.
American Literature, Gladys Shaw Morrill.
Seedtime uow ends, and a bountiful honor of her sixteenth birthday. Ice
Harlow Gerrlsh.
Essay, The Evils of War,
harvest may follow.
cream and cake were served.
Music.
Mosquitoes are unueually numerous,
Elsie Mae Palmer.
Alphonso Cole is confined to the houee The Class History,
with a severe attack of rheumatism.
owing to the frequent falls of rain.
Essay, Shaw University, Althea Heald Stetson.
John F. Rollins, who is working in
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jackson of Mil- Essay, Life Along the Frontier,
Madeline Elizabeth Whitman.
Gilead, was in this village last Sunday. ton epent last Wednesday at Mrs. Helen The Prophecy,
Ida Belle Forbes.
Mrs. G. D. Morrill spent last week Bryant's.
Music.
with her daughter, Mrs. Cleveland Bell,
Mrs. Ralph Rand and family of Annie- Essay, Maine Trees,
Mellle Harlow Austin.
in Oxford.
Invention,
ton, Ala., are at Guy Coffin's camp for Essay, Twenty Years of Science and
Howard Maxim Irish.
G. \V. Harden was recently visited by the summer.
Jennie Etta Whltro Record.
Valedictory,
his brother Orland of
West

Va.
Mrs. Vienna Holt is slowly recovering
from her recent severe illness.
Religious meetings will be held in
Grange Hall until some needed repairs
can be mado inside the church.
Charles P. Dennison and wife have
gone to New York City, hoping to see
Theodore Roosevelt on his arrival there.
A number of West Bethel farmers are
sending cream to the South Paris butter
factory since the cloMug of the Bethel

sa^-Sifcjs£

S&wXTftjland

ed over his taste for
law,
he became a clerk in the well known
publishing house of Ticknor & Fields.
From 1866 to 1870 he was the managing
editor of the Commercial Bulletin. He
founded the Literary World, and on
June 1, 1870, issued the first number of
that periodical. For 11 years he was
the Boston correspondent of the Sacramento Daily Union, and he served the
Springfield Republican and other newspapers in the same capacity. He also
translated Figuier's Tomorrow of Death,
Flamraarion's Stories of Infinity, George

Democrats

(lie

Buckfteld.

Bethel.
Fryeburg.
Mrs. Caroline Stodder Davlea, who ia
MIm Ida Dean of South Paris filled the
joeitlon m organist at the Congregational to be the firit dean of Jaokaon College,
ilmroh very acceptably Sunday, June the new annex (or female oollegiana at
Tufta College, la a daughter of the late
L2.
The rain of the past week makes the Samuel Roland Crocker, who for a time
!armers' work rather slow, but the sun· reaided and practiced law here. Mr.
Crooker waa born in Boaton on Jan. 17,
ly days were well improved.
Albert Burbank, of the firm of Bur- 1837, and waa graduated from Bowdoin
jank & Douglass, Portland, has beeu College in (be clasa of 1855. In 1862 be
ipending a short time in Bethel, return- wae admitted to the bar in this county
and settled here at Fryeburg for the
ng to Portland Friday.

By

Merritt Welch, at
124 Main St.,

votion to her friends, and all the dutiee
of the domestic and social circles. She
was a member of the W. W. W. Club at
Woodfords, also a member and the first
lady secretary of Ivy Lodge, of Daughters of Rebckah, at Woodfords. She
was also a member and a trustee of Saco
Valley Assembly of Pythian Sisters, No.
51, of East Hiram.
Her funeral was attended on Sunday,
June 12th, at the residence by Rev.
Hervey H. Iloyt, Universalist, that being her faith. The floral offerings of
affection from various friends and societies were many and beautiful.
Hiram, Me., June 16, 1910.
Llewellyn A. Wad8Wokth.

Norway, Me.

All New Goods at the

Right

Prices.

Bargains in Carriage Umbrellas.

Many residents have announced their
Intention of taking advantage of the
presence in this vicinity of the 101 Ranch
Wild West and will witness the street
Umbrella if you buy it at
You can save money on your
parade and exhibitions in Lewlston on
the l.'ctory
I
my umbrellas from
The show is The Tucker Harness Store.
next Tuesday, June 21.
for
$ |.oo that
umbrella
the largest individual traveling expo- and that is the reason
same
the
I am
sition of western life and history in the
for.
world. Miller Bros. & Arlington, the others ask
owners, promise au entertainment surpassing in magnitude, accuracy of treatment and instructive interest anything
of Its character ever seen under canvas.
The record of the 101 Ranch Wild
01 Main St., Norwny, Main·.
West is unprecedented in the history of
the circus. Though but three years old
it has appeared in every big city in this
I
country, traveled as far north into Canand
railroad
the
ada as
penetrates,
shown its wonders to Mexico City, Mexico. I te success has been no more spontaneous than enduring. Always and
everywhere crowds have flocked to ita
performance never seeming to tire of Ita

Carriage
buy
selling

why

$5.00

James N. Favor, XL·!:""

STABILITY

stirring, unwonted

scenes

and

move-

Capital, Surplus, Undivided Profits and StockLiability of over $155,000.00 form
of
a
very important factor in the stability

ment.

The 101 Ranch Wild West tournament,
from Its very nature and source, is dif-

holders'

ferent and distinct from anything ever
before exhibited. Miller Bros. & Arlington promise that none of tbe hackneyed,
tiresome, familiar round of other aocalled and miscalled "Wild West" exhibitions enters into its roaring, rollicking and reckless displays. There is not
a man or a woman in It who has not
learned the secrete of tbe border far out
in the sage brush and the prairie and
who cannot read the grass and the sky
with understanding eyes.

THE

NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF NORWAY, MAINE.

Other factors are:—38 years of successful
banking; direction and management based on
principles of conservatism and financial responsibility ; the strictest supervision ; and
frequent thorough examinations.
With every assurance of security and good

Miller Bros. A Arlington have aspired

to make their preliminary street parade
a pageant that will remain a glorious
memory to all who view It. Every person and every animal with the organization is required to be in line. The cavalcade stretches more than a mile in

length.

we

THE

NORWAY
OF

PERRY DAVIS' PAINKILLER
draws Ibe ptlnand Inflammation from bee stings
and Insect bite·. 8oothes and allay· the awful
Itching of moiqulto bites. 25c.35c.and 50c. bottles.

Officer·
Ο. N. TUB··. PftBSIOBNT.
H. D. SMITH. OASHIBN.

At The Beeches, Paris, Me.,

girl.

Wages

F. W. SANBORN.

$5.00 per week.
DR. C. F. HAMMOND.
35

Eastern Steamship Company.

First Class Fare 91.95 on·
S3 OO round trip.
Steamer BAT STATE and
RANSOM B. FULLER leave
Wharf, Portland, week days
if., Sunday 8 P. m.,

BANK

NATIONAL
MAINE.

NORWAY.
FOUNDED
1872

Wanted.

General housework

invite your account

service,

and

Director·:
O.'·. HOLT. ν·ΡΜ·ΙΟ·ΝΤ.
·. ·. ANDHIW·.

WALT·^L|.^QW»Y* J eowTH

: LOVERS OF MUSIC

way.

Steamer

Franklin
at 7 p.

Returnlnc
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week
days and Sundays at 7 P. u.
Through tickets on sale at prlnoipal
railroad stations.
Freight rates as low as other lines.
J. V. LISCOMB, General Agent,
1
FortUnd, Me.

will find perpetual pleasure
No musician
from our perfect pianos.
one
no
but is
admires
but
them;
r
interested in the price.
We will

grive

you

at the same time.

C.

E.

quality

TOLMAN

and

&

save

you money

COMPANY.

Elmer Jones of Litchfield ia · ndt ft '
Hebron Academy Commencement.
Morton'·.
Commencement week at Hebron Aoad
Mtee Id· Sweetsir of Pownal is a gueel
! em; opened with the baccalauréat*
at Mrs. Sarah Atkins'.
Farmers were bard at work on their
An
Italian Accused of Causlni sermon on Sunday by Re?. M. Joeepb
farms during the good weather.
Mra. D. E. Dresser haa retained iron
|Twomey of Portland.
Death of Fellow Countryman.
The widow of the late Rev. B. S.
Monday evening the oommencemeol
the hospital at LewUton.
orne*.
south 1**81» roar
I concert will be given by the Lotus Male Rideout has accepted a position at the
a. m. lo 7 30 r. ■.
Ρ. Ε. Wheeler and family ba/e been
OHca Bout·: 730
Boston.
Norway Savings Bank.
AFFAIR OCCUBBBD AT THE MAOALLO- Quartette ef
„,
t,Is
spending a few days at Camp Mooween
The new sign at the Nojea Blook
The trustees have their annual meeting
WAY DAM NOW BEING BUILT.
όΚΛϋυ TBCS* EAJLWAT.
At 2:30 p. m tb« Merritt Welch. Mr. Welch has opened
Shagg Pood.
at 10 A. m. Tuesday.
toru»encinK June 19,
class day exercises of the senior class a very attractive «tore with a new. at·
Miss Ida Dean is
KAKIS
playing the pipe orTwo Italians, whose names are
TRAÎSS t-«AVr SOUTH
given will be held at the church, with the fol- traotive, and well selected stock of ladies
gan in the Congregational church al
...«ι —506a. m., itally ;9 50a. m
as Giuseppe Pietrantonio and Rinaldo
waists and furnishing·.
lowing program :
7 «7 a. m j Bethel for a while.
The regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
tsl'l ν «λμt duutl»!y ; 4 OÛ r. -·. daU, ;
Pietrantonio, brothers, were committed
MUSIC.
The
s
Ladies'
to
a
r
No.
3:27
Aid
of the Baptist churcli
a. m-, liUly;
jail Tliuaday, one of them charged Prayer by C htplaln,...Alfred Watte Newcombe
18, F. A A. M.t was held oo ?r\à*y
will Lave a food sale next
Work in the third degree.
*u.>d»y. 9 30 «-.«..dally; 10m λ
after- with assault and rhe other with the
evening.
Friday
j£vëi..Pt
MUSIC.
Sunday ooly.
noon at three o'clock.
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Alfred Watts Newcombe The
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Rtv. A. T. MeWhorter will preach to building a large dam for the purpose of
shipment represented a great
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time determination.
Three Pietrantonio brothers, the two
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Dennison of West
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turned over to the trustees by Hon.
Bethel were guests of their eon, H. W. now in jail and one other, run the store
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Judge Jones was called from Small
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at the dam which furnishes supplie» to George
Point to his mother in Boston the past
Dennison, for a short time last week.
Mass
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Hon.
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L.J
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and
John
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the Italians.
Deputy Sheriff A. W. mittee,for the trustees. At 8 p. m. the week. Mrs. Otis Jones was operated
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Mrs. A. A. Abbott and two children of
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parent*,
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Rev. C. R. Tenney of Southbrldge,
aware that there was bad blood between
A. C. Jewett of Denmark is th«
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at 10 A. m. Wednesday. Program:
K. R
bet daughter. Mrs.
The water in the village reservoir near some of the Italians, but bad not been
Mass., was the guest of his sister, Mrs.
Frank Danfortb, Tuesday.
J. Η Clark's is being drawn off, and the able to locate it definitely.
UA.keii. Arid Mrs. Λ. W. Walker.
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Charles W. Dinsmore and wife left for
As gathered by the officers, the story
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M!< N" J. Nicholson and two children
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of the affair is as follows:
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Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Tucker have gone
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Dinsmore's father, Mr. Benjamin Tee,
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Monday night, the 13th, about t$ tA
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Marlon Elaine Tracy and
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"at a place out doors near the How
sieter, Miss Fannie Tee, at Manitou,
o'clock,
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cottages, to spend the summer as usual. cabins, the man now dead had a stick of
Fred Livingston Mason, Jr. Colorado, for a time, and then they will
y- at i Mr*. J. J. Emeley, Miss Helen
lohu Nason Mllllken be the guests of their daughter, Mrs. J.
Mrs. L. E. Swift, Miss Lara Swift and wood in his hand, and in pantomime va» A Plea for Parcels Post
Κ '... ν and Mrs. C. E. McArdle took an
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Art,
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a
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George Dwlgbt Merrill
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M j. Π. C. Anderson and son of Provimatters.
He is
the stick, and Robert Burns, the Man,
others. He dropped
Phillips Haskell justment of business
Members of Hatulio Temple, P. S., Rinaldo
dence. R. I·, arrived here Wednesday
Pietrantonio, who is a large, Robert Burnt), the Poet,...Edith Frances Porter now with his father in Greenwood.
spend two weeks with should be present at the next regular powerfully built man, angered at the The Cause of the Present High Cost of LivMrs. Susan E. Cole Libby died at the
Frederick Kenneth Ailing
relatives.
meeting, June 28, as there is important song, picked up the stick and struck Theing,
home of Eugene C. Libby
Industrial School—A Personal Obserand business.
Gatenaccio with it. The fiddler picked
Morse
vation,
in; Mrs. Charles
Margaret Mower Sprague June 15th, at the age o' eighty years
>1was bora
Mrs. Morse's sister, Miss
·. r .m i
Harold Gammon is taking his vacation up a heavier club and struck back. The Census of 1910, Winchester Wadsworth Pike and ton months. Mrs.
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in Denmark. She married Geo. S. Libf Minneapolis, are guests at from the store of the X. Dayton Bolster Giuseppe Pietrantonio appeared from
η.
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by who died in 1881?. She has enjoyed
A E. Morse's.
Co., and he and Mr*. Gammon will visit one of the cabins with a long knife, and A Trip to Matlnlcus Rock,
Bralncrd Adams
stabbed Vincenzio Gatenaccio twice in
excellent health. Five children survive
in Miltou for a few days.
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Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Newell and daugh- tunio followed him
up and gave him anNettie and Mrs. Theodore Thayer at- other
slashing cut in the abdomen. Durver Sunday.
tended the graduating exercises of the
ing the fracas he also slashed with his
Buckfield Grammar School last week.
knife at another man who attempted to
II Little and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mr.-,
of Bethel were at South
a :k
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Barnes, Miss Helm interfere, but did not hit him. Gatenwday, coming in Mr. Bur- M. Barnes, Edward E. Shaw, and Miss accio lived about twenty minutes.
When it was seen how badly the man
Eva E. Walker have been spending a few
bank's a ttomobile.
at Miss Walker's camp, Altamert- was hurt, the man who had done the
\i 4> M:ldred Fernald, who has been days
stabbing started into the woods, and his
->ther, George C. Fernald, eva, at Shagg Pond.
two brothers followed him, having some
to
her
returned
t me,
Thursday
Rev. R. A. Colpitts is expected to be firearms with them. Sheriff
Hart, who
the speaker of the evening at the lay- was on the other side of the river at the
ho!'·- η Ellsworth.
men's
to
be
at
held
banquet
Norway on timt», was on the scene in a few minutes.
Mrs. W. B. Gilbert of Canton,
Mr
tue evening of July 12, in connection He
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α
an automobile trip of
promptly went to the telephone, and
«
with
the
School
field
Sunday
day.
had men out watching, most of them
were at X. 1). Bolster's for
t w last week.
a si
Mrs. Ε. M. Curtis of South Paris de- armei, down the line. There is only
sires to send word to John that although one road by which escape can be made
t'
\V;
change of time, the parlor
he distinctly remembers that big comet from the scene, and that runs down the
ir
i^h t» and from Boston is put
iu
1858, she just as distinctly remembers river. About two miles and a half down
and
afternoon
f renoou
!
trains,
in
Now what do you make out the river the fugitives, having left the
it
1861.
summer.
i iring the
as isua
woods and taken to the road, were held
of that?
iduation at
up ïind stopped by Moses Ripley and
Norway High
1
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Frost of South Lawrence Littlehale, who drew
guns on
urs.lay evening and the ball
have visited Mrs. them. The Italians made no
λ
resistance,
Kr
rung drew quire a number of Framingharo, Mass.,
Frost's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin S. the others
having the drop on them.
•:ger people from this village.
Maxwell, and other relatives, for a few
Facilities for the execution of the
M. Curtis was in Bangor last days. They are now visiting elsewhere laws so far back from the towns are
\[not
r
W
Attend the state meeting of the in Maine.
particularly good, and proceedings were
f the G. A. R., in connection
I
Those who attended the Oxford Con- necessarily rather slow, especially as
w
,-ute G. A. R- encampment.
Conference at East Sumner none of the Italians speak English fluentgregational
t. m with the town sewer has
from South Paris were Kev. A. T. Me- ly, and some not at all. There was no
1- or will be made at the houses Whorter, Henry F. Muzzy, Alton C. secure place where the prisoners could
Ν··
ν
SMlings, A. L. Holmes, Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs C. M. Howard and Mrs. be locked up, and it was necessary to
keep them under close guard, for their
I'hayer, aud Mrs. L. A. Rounds. A. B. Talbot.
own protection as well as to hold them,
!
at
dance
Acad
a
social
will be
Γ
Mr. and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler and F. for in the opinion of Sheriff Hart, if the
Paris Hill, Friday evening, Wendell Rounds have gone to attend the men had been set at
liberty, their fellow
Music by Swastika Orchestra, wedding of Harry M. Wheeler and Miss
countrymen would have executed sumcents per couple; ladies 15 Alice J. Walton, which takes place at
mary vengeance upon them.
cents.
the home of the bride's parents in WakeΠ. L. Elliott of Rumford, deputy sherfield,
Mass.,
Tuesday
iff
and coroner, arrived Tuesday night,
evening.
i. rt Ames went
to the Central
y
the next day held an inquest, a verral Hospital at Lewiston last
Mi
At Paris Grange Hall, on the afternoon and
dict being returned that the deceased
to undergo an operation forap- of
Τ
of
G.
Prof.
A.
Yeaton
2,
Augusta
July
Slie is reported as doing will demonstrate the process of spraying came to hie death by reason of wounds
Prof. Hitchings of Orono iLdieted bv Pietrantonio as stated above.
fruit trees.
very well.
A hearing was held before Trial Justice
John Martin of Rumford, as and another speaker from the depart- W. W. Linnell.
Giuseppe Pietrantonio
ment of agriculture are expected there.
»
a resident of South Paris,
en
α
Κ»··
was held without bail on the charge of
ictive in spite of his eightyat
of
the
we
have
had
a
little
Although
murder, and Rinaldo Pietrantonio was
is been with friends here for
cii >
old-fashioned standard variety of weath- bound over for assault with intent to
a few days.
er during the past
week, we have alto kill. The other brother was discharged,
the real summer kind, and as it appeared that he had nothing to do
F. Crockett and family are at had a little of
Prei.
is fair.
Hoed crops gener- with the fracas which resulted fatally.
Concord Pond for a stay of some ten the prospect
are
in rather measly shape, but Three other Italians were bound over as
days. Mr. Crockett will repair and en- ally
is apparently out of the reach of necessarv witnesses.
ianfe ι: *.· camp owned by his sister, grass
Sheriffs Hart and Elliott brought the
drought, aud a good hay crop is fairly
Mrs. Fairbanks.
sure.
prisoners to South Paris, arriving here
The Woman's Chrlstiau Temperance) Thursday afternoon. They also brought
>ι ir iy
by the itérions illness of her
witnesses.
It is rough on'.hej
meets Tuesday afternoon with the three
1
tor's husbajd, Percy Kaukin. who Union
last named, but the probability is that
Mr* H F. Morton, on the porch if tho
* as
recovering from it rheumatic fever
will
be
to
unable
secure bail, and
weather is pleasant. Topic for the after- they
and eutfereil a relapse.
1 radi- will" have to stay in jail until October.
noon, "The Footpath to 1 eace.
Rinaldo Pietrantonio was ou
* coach dog belonging to George A. cal
thoughts on outdoor life; program admitted to hail in the sum of
§2500,
Will member»
it'itiiç was attacked with some kind of bv Mr*. Ivy Morton.
ness Wednesday afternoon, ami died who have flowers to spare plea*e brn>g sufficient sureties heirs; furnished.
Deputy Hart has anticipated trouble
after a few minutée. It is thought that theiu to this meeting for use in tne |
with the Italians, from the disposition
it may have been poison.
flower mission.
to lawlessness which they have shown.
^rg. T. W. Willis fell Wednesday and
Oxford Lodge, F. and Α. Μ of
The knife with which Gatenaccio was
xe the bone of the upper arm near !w:iv is to obseive St. John's Day at the kdled is a
wicked looking affair, and
tîit· shoulder. The injury was promptly fair grounds next Friday afternoon, with was made from a file on
Sunday, the day
been
-tended to, and Mrs. Willis has
a bail game and other amusement», ami
before the killing.
well
as
a picnic supper served somewhere from
•ery comfortable and is doing
possible.
15:30 to 0 o'clock. Baked beans and cofcounty Kepuoiican ueiegates.
List of delegates to county convention
t>. K. Clifford has exchanged the fee will be furnished, those attending
:
whatever other food they
will
complete to June IS, 1910:
buildings on the Koscoe Tuell farm at wish briug
and their dishes. Members of
Andover—Sylvanus Poor. F. P. Thomas.
•Vest Paris, which he has owned fora
and
other
resident
Paris
Lodge
Masons, | Brownfleld—A. F. Johnson, J. E. Clement,
year or two, with C. C. Dearborn, for
Charles K. Hill.
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invited
to
their
with
families,
join.
Mr.
Dearborn now
trie house where
Bucktleld—A. F. VVarren, A. E. Cole, A. E.
Ch.ffln.
Ueeon Pieasant Street in South Paris,
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E. Cobb, E<lwln Plnirree.
Denmark—Cnear the fair grounds.
DlxileU-J. 8. Harlow, M. \V. torster, N. S
Ernest Talbot, who has been quite ill Stowell·
the
on
The summer train schedule
for several days, is improving.
Fryeburg— DavM A. Bradley, Tobias L. Eastmd Trunk went into effect Suuday
man, Edward W. Jones, l>ean A. Ballard.
is
not
of
Sawtelle
Readville,
A. Wight.
Frauk
Gllead-T.
Mass.,
though
m· rning. and is
slightly
Greenwood— H. M. Swift, C. B. Tebbets.
M'lically different from that of farmer the guest of hie sister, Mrs. J. II. Clark.
Hanover—W Infield S. Howe.
t> m mere.
Trains now go down at 5:00
Hartford—Orlando Irish, G. E. Corliss.
Miss Eva Swett came home from BosMason—J. A. McKenzle.
at
:50 a. m. and 4:0ô p. st.; up at 9:50 ton last week where she has been attendNewry—II. 3. Hasting.
* μ 3:^7 and 9:50 p. u.
I'arls—Walter L Gray, N. Dayton Bolster,
ing Simmons College.
Ernest F. Clasun, Frank A. Taylor. Loren B.
\ ivertised letters and cards at South
Geo Waterhouse has sold his house Merrill, Krnest F. Shaw, Edward W. Peniey,
Paris post office, June 20:
He and Mrs. Water- Carl P. Dunham.
at Bryant's Tond.
Peru—Ν. B. W'oodsum, E. 8. Newton.
K-l". Hrluue, (card.)
house are now staying with Mrs. Water-1 Rux
1 Cotton.
bury—Wallace S. Taylor.
^
house's sister, Mrs. I. D. Cumminge.
Ruin ford—Waldo PettenglU. Walter Θ. Morse,
'•.vt Lac ν Kmrnone, (card.)
Klla* Abbott. Geo. M. Locke, F. B. Martin, Mark
Bernard E.
Dr. Kiug's mother, Mrs. Frances Kin*, A. Elliott, J. A. Nile. Ε. I.. Lovtjoy.
K. MuKheo, (packajre.)
Sumuer—Geo. II. Barrow··, thas. H. Bonney.
N: !uev I'uL
Charlotte
Miss Etta King and Mrs.
Waterford—Albert S Brown, H. F. Holt.
^r-. ÊIU» Russell, (card.)
Robinson are passing a few weeks at | WoodsUKk—F. P. Cole, H. D. Bryant, G. W.
S. F. Davis, P. M.
doctor's
summer
home.
the
Q. Perhara.
Kingdale,
Maxalloway Plantation—M. C. Llnnell.
Lincoln Plantation—H. H. Haulngs.
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close
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A Correction.
Hail,
junior class, at Grand Army
The bacc»l aureate sermon before the
hall was appropriately decorated
West Paris, June 10, 1010.
»r tbe occasion.
There was a short graduating class of Paris High Scho· 1 Editor Democrat.
was given Sunday eveuing at the
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pf gramme of entertainment, followed
Weather natioual church, by Rev. A. T. Mc- ago it was stated that the West Paris
an order of rtoor games.
from
McWhorter
Mr.
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spoke
full attendance,
c- U'litiona prevented a
Creamery Co. bad leased their plant to
the text, "Thou hast Bet my feet in a
it
tie evening was nevertheless very
Boston parties.
and bis sermon was an imlarge
room,"
Ια the June 14th edition it was stated
enjoyable.
pressive setting forth of the largeness of the contract made by the West Paris
W ith the increase of automobiles and
life, and the things which help and
Co. to lease their plant to BosΓ· τ
gasoline engines, the consumption hinder entrance into that largeness. The Creamery
ton parties, has been annulled.
°« ,'asoline here is now so large that the class was marshaled into the church by
Will you please make a correction?
•standard Oil Co. maintains a gasoline Kenneth Witharu of the junior class.
The West Paris Creamery Co. own no
tank and has added a gasoline delivery The auditorium was filled.
plant, having sold same more than a year
watton to its equipment in the hands of
The graduating exercises of the high
ago to Ε. E. Field, who now has full con't* agents, A. W. Walker & Son. Travel· school will be held at the l ni versai is
t1 trol of same.
A. J. Abbott.
tT' may now obtain the fluid at a num- church
Thursday evening at 8 ο clock,
of places in town, and F. B. Fogg with the following programme:
Base Ball.
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r'cently put in an underground tank
Music.
at his livery.
Frayer.
M mie.
The Luroley Band team played the
A. K. Shurtleff will on the first of July 1
M YounK Eagles of Auburn at the high echool
busi'impose of his interest in the grain
Albert L.Bng. grounds Saturday forenoon, and defeated
ness to Albert E. Dean, who is now driv- 2 CU»s History.
The rain at noon and
Honora Martin. them 10 to 4.
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H
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in business, and the grain trade of β Oration,
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Not
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lacking about it without his name.
^ Uowar,,. | Sunday until Sept. 4. The time is as in
Music.
other years, leaving South Paris for
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., had a specialPresentation of Diplomas.
Portland at 7:37 A. m., and returning at
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evening. Grand Chancellor Fred L
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ennesseewassee Lodge of Norway were
Cora M. Wight.
civil service examination for postmaster
re· aD(l ^at lodge worked the rank of
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Geneva M. Young.
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their annual campmeeting this year in
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•
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Albert L. King.
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then,
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hope expenses.
But Electric Bitters always prove a godfor the
recovery of Lis vigor in tbe
Co. send to women who want health, beanty
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>
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from
Miss
Bemi·
nvironment which he w«ll have. His
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They regulate Stomach,
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English House of

•The Dissolution of the

Lords,

Robert Louis

Stevenson—Valedictory,

Clarence Arthur Brown

CONFERRING DIPLOMAS.

Superintendent

of Schools

AWARDING PRIZES.

visit the tirst of the week.
A S. Kimball bas had his chimneys
fSalutatory Honor.
repaired. H. 0. Holden and crew did
■Excused.
work in a very excellent manner
W C Stiles, wife and daughter, of
The members of the class of 1910 are
as follows:
Portland were the guests of Capt. and
Mrs M P. Stiles during the week.
COLLEGE COURSE.
Morle Hathaway and wife are stopBralnetd Adams, Spruce Head.
Conn.
New
Frederick Kenneth Ailing,
Haven,
ping with Mr. Hathaway's parents. Mr.
Mary Adelaide Belt, Auburn.
and Mr». George F. Hathaway, on
Lewis Turner Brown, Portland.
Mr. Hathaway has an excelant Street.
Clarence Arthur Brown, Portland.
Elmer Carrol Cooley, Clark City, P. Q.
lent position in Manchester, ». a.
Myron Jennlson Files, Fairfield.
The Universalité church will be closed
Henrietta Carver Gllkey, Seareport.
from July 17 to Sept. 1, during which
Phi lips Ha«ke!l, Gloucester, Mase.
Fred Scott Kent, Fort Fairfield.
period Rev. Mr. Ward and
Edith Lounsbury Klein, Mt. Vernon.
enjoy their vacation with Mrs. Ward s
Fred I Ivlngston Mason, Jr, Ellsworth.
Lotta Marlon McC'onchle, South Thomaston.
parents at Buxton.
Dr Albert Thompson and family will
George Dwlght Merrill, Gray.
Alfred Watts Newcombe, Thomaston.
enjoy the season at their island
Walter Mayo Payeon, South Hope.
The doctor has shipped a span of horses
Inez l.oulse Phllbrook, Greene.
Winchester Wadsworth Pike, Hiram.
from Philadelphia for use during the
Ralph Davis Rivers. Tenant's Harbor.
Henry Clarendon Simmons, Union.
June 21, the Oxford
Margaret Mower Sprague, Turner.
Marlon Eialne Tracy. Winter Harbor.
Countv Holstein Breeders' Association
Chlsle Ellen Young, Warren.
E. J. Uobb, at Nor»»y
BENEDICTION.

ÎS5

|

Pleas-1

Stomach

commencement

dinner

at

WEDNESDAY
Called to Order,

emoke
green,
and
catawba,
etini-fitted with

a store

to

sure

There is

CMEVugDeneO.

Holy Communion,

8:30.
i> .15.
10:15.
10:45.
11:15.
11:45.

NXay0p«^Bou.e
evening

Rev. Ε. B. Barber
Rev. F. L. Masseck.

-»

well ailed

for the graduation
THURSDAY FORENOON.
Thursday
Rev. J. H. Little. exercises of Norway High School, which
Conference,
Report of Committees and Parishes.
went off with much credit to all
Address,
The class of 1910 is a record
The Layman's Place and Privilege.
Its
Address. Our Youth, Rev. F. L. Masseck, class, numbering thirty-six.
Arthur.
of
National King, Knights
King
bers are:
Discussion.

ΦΙΟ

•ST.50.

UXIoru

vungrcgauuiiai

vuiiiciciicc.

Ea9t Sumner, June 10.
The sessions of Oxford Conference of
Congregational Churches held at Ea>t
Sumner this week were fairly well atrended and very interesting. The program, which was published in the Democrat, was generally followed, some
slight changes being made owing to the
absence of Rev. \V. C. Curtis of Bethel,
»ud sumo omissions made by reason of
the funeral services of Mrs. S. F. Stetson, which took place at 11 A. m. Wed··

ity

Suits for $7.50.

□esday.
An interesting

lecture illustrated

j

by!

stereopticon views was given on Tuesday evening by Rev. Roy B. Guild of
Boston on the "Winning of the West"—

you'll

one Price

Clothier,

This is the

j

name

and price of

body

„„„

Matbulka,

67 year·.
Easy, but sure remedy for all Stomach,
In Rumford, June 9, Fred Girard of Mexico,
Liver and Kidney troubles. Only25o. at aged about 40 years.
In East Sumner, June 12, Mr·. Adelaide
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s.
(Rowe), wife of 8. Francis Stetson, aged 67
years.
wife of
In East Hiram, June 9, Mrs. Maria 8
Dr. Geo. M. Wbibley of Portland, Me
a graduate of the American School of Albert F. Berry, aged 62 year·.
In Harrison, June 9, Peter Jordan.
the
under
Osteopathy, Kirksville, Mo.,
In Norway, June 12, David May, aged 62 year·,
founder of the science, Dr. A. T. Still, 2 day·.
in Norway, June 15, Mr·. Susan E. Llbby,
will be at rooms over Noyes1 Drug
80 year·, 10 month· and 16 day·.
Store, Norway, every Tuesday and Fri- aged
In Norway, June 10, Mr·. Harriet Stevens,
a
diseases
Chronic
specialty.
of Simon Stevens, aged 90 year·, 9 month·
widow
day.
tf and 25 days.
Hours, 10 to 12; 2 to 0; 7 to θ p. m.

I

their attractiveness,

of

account

Patrician Shoes constitute

graceful

another's foot.

delight when

the newest

Shoes

find what

and

Low

cuts

are

weat

pleasure

become

They

your

on

when
a

a

on

positive

Patrician

own.

built to feel well, look well

well.

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00.

Boots

$3.50, $4.00

Frothingham,

W. O.

PARIS,

SOUTH

Norway,

MAINE.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

BUGS AND INSECTS

Bug

M»lne.

are none

not

buy

no

Deering

The

Line Leads the World.

We carry a large stock
and you can get one in
any day.
We also have

on

hand
minute

on

We have a fres:h stock of all these death-dealing
Use them early and avoid
agents for Bugs.
on.
trouble later

There

a

Styles of Summer Underwear

Catarrh

we will set up against any
Cream Separator on the market.
The work is perfection, the machine
is low down, easily operated and an
No machine on
easy one to clean.
the market will skim closer, and
the price is right. Terms easy.

which

TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR.

CATARRH, COUGHS. COLDS. CROUP.
SORE THROAT. BRONCHITIS, ETC.

25c, 45c, 50c
1-4 sleeves,
50c, 45c
25c
Boys' Underwear, long sleeve or 1-4 sleeve shirt,
25c
Boys' Underwear, long legs and knee drawers,
Medium Weight Underwear,
50c, 75c, $1.00

Balbirggan, Ecru, Gray, Black,
B.V.D.

Q Complete outfit, including hard rubber inhaler, $ 1.00, on money-back plan. Extra
bottles, 50c. Druggists everywhere, and by
CO.

Eye Comfort.

F.

There is a great world of comfort to
the eyes in a perfectly fitted pair of
The lenses should
or specs.
e accurately adapted to your individual requirements and should be
set Id frames or mountings that rest
comfortably upon the nose.

N.

Spectacles that are uncomfortable
can be adjusted by us.
Bring

$5

and

le dow

RICHARDS,

you

can

fill the bill.

F. C. LEAVITT,

23-26.

Sanford, Me.

ready.

Large line

of

RUGS AND
ART SQUARES.

Men Wanted
general work in
and take charge of a Livery Stable.
Must be experienced and strictly
Permanent position.
temperate.
Good job and satisfactory wages to
the right party. Apply at once, if

$3.

WALL PAPERS

Two First-Class

the

Straw Hats 25c to

$7.

Dayton Bolster Co.

South Paris, Maine.

at once to do

Norway.

CLOTHIERS.

New Line of

yours in.

S.

CO.,

NOYES

H.

Panama Hats

We Give Comfort
in the Frames as well
As in the Lenses.

A. W. Walker & Son,

two-piece and Balbriggan Ecru,

South Paris.

flaesee

I. H. C. Blue Bell

Cream Harvester

We sell more of these than the two-piece kinds. We have
Jeisey Union Suits, long legs and sleeves, 50c, $i.oo, $1.50
Jersey Union Suits, long legs and 1-4 sleeves, $1.00, $1.50
$1.00
Nainsook Β. V. D. Union Suits,
These are sleeveless and knee length.

Q No itomach dosing—breathe the pleasant,
healing, germ-killing ail of Hyomei, and cure

A

of the various

stores, as we have a large stock in
values in this time of high prices.

our

UNION SUITS.

tocure

SHURTLEFF

good representation

a

styles
exceptionally good

hand the

Many Kinds and

are

and kinds at

A.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

BLUE STORES.

You will find

F.

rav-

Paris Green, Bug Death,
Arsenate of Lead or Hellebore.

P. A. Shurtleff & Co.

HAND

the best, they cost
more than the poorer machines.

why

their

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

better for the price.

AT

beginning

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

Season

CLOSE

are

eat up
ages. The lime to kill them is before they
the growing crops. To do this you will need

Killers.

fine line of

a

also Oxfords and Pumps, all kinds of stock,
Patent, Gun Metal and Vici, and there

Mowing Machine,
Rake or Tedder

stopped the gear, but not until he wps
Be
Married.
so injured that he lived only a day.
was about 40 years old, lived in Mexico
and leaves a wife and several small chilIn North Bethel, June 11, by Rev. C. L. Banghart, Mr. Ambrose W. Wakefield and Mrs.
dren.
Addle E. Moore.
In Lancaster. Ν. Η June 15, Mr. William FelKJNG AT HOME.
ΚEEP
lows and Miss Lulu Rich of Norway.
the
we
have
"For the past year
kept
King of all laxatives—Dr. King's New
Died.
and
home
our
Pills—in
Life
they have
onr
all
to
a
family,"
blessing
proved
In Buckfleld, June 17, Dr. J. C. Caldwell, aged
of Buffalo, Ν. Y.
writes Paul

Patrician

most

Ladies' Shoes in both Button and Lace,

anil the prospects for a good crop
If you need a
were never better.

ventions to kill men, and that wonder of
wonders—Dr. King's New Discovery—to
save life when threatened by coughs,
an interesting one.
colds, la grippe, asthma, croup, bronhay fever and
Several of the visitors expressed their chitis, hemorrhages,
For
or lung trouble.
great pleasure at all meals being served whooping cough
in the veetry, thus avoiding travel and all bronchial affections it has no equal.
cure.
surest
the
fatigue. The ladies in the vicinity, It relieves instantly. It's
N. C., K.
though handicapped somewhat by much James M. Black of Asheville,
an
sickness and the sudden death of a very It., No. 4, writes it cured him of
other remedies
helpful member, did finely, providing a obstinate cough after all A trial bottle
great abundance of choice appetising failed. 50c. and $1.00.
&
food, which the guests greatly appre- free. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff
ciated, as their frequent allusions to it Co.
indicated. Though some adverse cirevents
and unavoidable
Horn.
cumstances
were encountered, yet it was a very
pleasant and successful ocoasion and a In Magalloway, May 28, to the wlfeof Wlnslow
York, a eon.
helpful inspiration for all.
In Llttlefleld, June 2, to the wife of Alphonse
Slocum.
Leferre, a daughter, Frances Althea.
In Locke's Mills, June 11, to the wife of WilAccidental Death at Rumford.
liam Cork uni, a son.
In Sweden, June 2, to the wife of William
Fred Girard, one of the men in the
Bryan, a son.
repair crew at the Oxford paper mill at
In 8un>ner, June 9, to the wife of W. L. Dyer,
Rumford, was fatally injured on Thurs- a daughter.
West Buckfleld, June 12, to the wife of
In
the
day, the Otb. He went to one of
James G. Richard·, a eon.
pits to shut off a water wheel, and in In Norway, June 9, to the wife of Edwin
reaching across a shaft his frock caught Richardson, a daughter. to the wife of Albert L.
In Lewlston. June 17.
in a gear and pulled him in. The reof South Paris, a son.
threw off a belt and Morte, formerly
sistance of his

Norway· Me.

service.

Princess Louise $2.00. Insect

IS

MARVELOUS DISCOVERIES
mark the wonderful progress of the
age. Air flights on heavy machines,
telegrams without wires, terrible war in-

nearly

their finish, their Ht and their durable

and

Haying

Percy YouDg Fogg.
Alton Eugene Frost.

now

all

like this.

good quality,

wM

were

Misses' and Children's Coats,
colore, 25 per cent, discount.

This il S suit

On

THE

day evening.

THË

deep roll collar with
gored side pleated skirt,

Clothing!

and

GQ^

tan

Q()

Popularity

Tolopliono 11Q-8.

Lena Mac Buck.
Florence Emogene Cummlngs.
George Hawley Felch.

0ne Iot,

JAimAÎméf/

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Minnie Leona Upton.
Velma Mae Wentzell.
John Merton Wyman.
The commencement ball was held Fri-

way.
Rev. J. G. Fisher of Mexico acted as
temporary moderator and was elected
for the permanent one for the year. W.
EI. Eastman was re elected as scribe and
Alton C. Wheeler for treasurer. The
churches were quite well represented
and the occasion will be remembered as

11

Made of serge and etriped worsted, colore navy and black.
fine quality satin lined, some for $12.50.

rUSLCI,

.

Eva Laura Smith.
Geneva Whitman Sturtcvant.
Don John Whitney.

Anna Samantha Frost.
Hartley Frentlss Greenleaf.
Mildred carmen Kelley.
RoUnd Gerry Kimball.
Marlon Anna Lafrance.
Olivia Lulu Llbby.
Ursula May McAllister.
Donald Barrows Partridge.
Mildred Eliza Pottle.
John Seymour Smith.
Guy Frederick Stevens.
Dorothy Ilorr Tubbe.

"The Evolution of
Empire." It held
the close attention of a large audience.
Rev. Oilman Rice of Auburn, a former
pastor at East Sumuer, was present during the sessions and all wero pleased to
greet him again.
The special memorial service in memory of the late Rev. B. S. Rideout was
very impressive, showing the great attachment of the people to him. Brother
Rideout supplied the pulpit very acceptably in this church in the summer
of 1887, preceding his pastorate in Noran

cord,

incb·

52

navy some witb deep roI1 collar^ trim>
mec' witb hroidered crash, others with
moire, were $10.50 and $15, now $12.

satin lined

white

C0ATS'

FRENCH SERGE

for
iur

Cmjfc
ouiib

vith

CA,fû(.

D.
HD

Amy Gladys Hayden.
Alt* Aury Pottle.

ENGLISH COUKSK.

LONG BLUE SERGE COATS, satin
waist, deep rolling colUr, trim-

$12,50,

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO,

Ronell C. Blcknell.
Raymond Ebtes Brooke.
Gladys Yolesta Buck.

$10.

now

|jDCC|

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

mem-|

Lucie Fay Harrows.
Nettle Ruth Beane.
Ethel Mae Brown.
Grace Eleanor Brown.
Daley Dean Chase.
Ella Gertrude Clark.
Pearl Frances Cook.
Clara Louise Hathaway.

$12.50

were

One of the most serviceable suits made,
stylish three button cut with extra qual-

LATIN SCIENTIFIC COURSE.

Closing Service.

0D,y

best make.

con-1

Terned

The

desires.

one

Qpro-p
obrge

Finp
nne

Φΐο

suits in this lot,
your choice for

"

^αηκίβ^

for ia" wear'

$12.50.

please.
only 0

to

style

This will be an excellent suit

season.

large number of

me(j wj(jj «bepherd check material and
quality
good quality
ïour
and section pleating the leaders.
cuffs trimmed to match, were
buttons,
lining, pleated
choice of these 125 and 922 suits for .513 50, now $9.50,
tbat is
skirt

fabrics and money's worth of value,
you want in our showing of the new

|

Russell visited his wife in
President E. C. Park. I
Prayer.
Lowell, Mass., the last of the week.
Welcome,
Silas Longley of Flagstaff
Λ Representative of Andover Parish
President Park. < Kuest of his brother, Leon Μ.
Response,
Appointment of Session Committee".
j Mrs. John Swain and Miss Nellie,
Address, The Women's Work anil Worth, Andrews are at Old Orchard for a short
Mrs. Η. B. Smith, Pres. State W. M. S. !
Address, The Actual and the Ideal Bible
Rev. Wm. Ε Gaskln. j
Ethel Mae Brown, valedictorian, was
School,
Qucbtlon Box.
awarded the Seitz $25 pri".
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
Mrs. Arthur Fogg has been elected
7 Λ0. Song Service.
teacher of music and drawing in the
"J". Our stt wardship, and a Prui
1 :30.

a

bard twisted

and the Tuxedo is
Many lined
here in this assortment.
with fcilk or peau de cjgne, others with
line
satin, pleated skirts, side

Misses' $13.50 and $1150
People.

You men who want

|

thoj

]

easily removed if
stylish three-button

This
You want these clothes of special excellence.
one
the
as
demands
make comes up to our highest

The semi-annual session of the Oxford
Association of Universalists will be held
Capt. John W. Nash has been granted
at Andover,
Maine, Wednesday and a United States pension for disability inThursday, June 29th and 30th. General : curred in the Spanish War.
Frank P. Towne was honored by being
theme, Features and Functions of
Church in the Life of To-day. Program : made vice president of the Democratic
AFTERNOON.

This is a stripworsted in

Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

Mrs. J. A. Roberts.
Mrs. Emma Swan.
Eva Willis.
Alice KnltflitlVChae. A. Kroet.
Wm O. I'erry.
Fretl K. Swan.
Vivian Akers.

Bargain Ct the oeason, $25 and $22 Suits
ίθΓ $12.50.

A store where you can buy
the best and newest ideas in men's wear at all times.
This store is well filled with this season's productions.
You need

I

striped bluish gray of
worsted, semi-fltted coat
w«b on..oitt.ï.t..uk Uud, *,ι. ,t
skirt is made bo as to be good for any
These suits are

c

4l

γ

_

the stylish suits made this season, of the
some
LONG COATS 54 incb, grayish blue,
very latest shades and materials,
have deep revers of moire, others with an excellent coat for fall, waist and
embroidered crash collar?, that can be sleeves lined with fine quality satin,

ed

of a celebrated scientist, who spent the beet
years of his life perfecting this great
hair tonic.
In giving his recipe to the American
people he said: "Parisian Sage is the
in the
most delightful hair dressing
world. It cures dandruff by killing the
germs that infest the roots of the hair;
it stops falling hair; it gives vigor and
strength to the hair roots. F. A. Sburtleff it Co. sell Parisian Sage at 50 cents
a large bottle and guarantee it to do all
that is claimed for it, or your money is
refunded. It stops falling hair, dandruff
and itching scalp in two weeks.

Ο,,όΓ/αηβΜ?

Universalist Association.

_

breatest

This lot includes

Men's Good

*»·*«·

only |7.f>0.

as

Said

$21,50 Wonted SUltS ίθΓ
$18 00.

trimmed with satin, others with moire
and buttons, colors navy and wistaria,

Suits

Man

---

to read the Items below.

Advantageous for Every Woman

This prescription is named Ml-o-na,
and is sold in small tablet form in large
boxes, for only 50 cents. Remember the
They
name, Mi-o-na stomach tablets.
never fail.
Booth's Pills, best for liver, bowels
and constipation, 25c.

Norway Grange will observe Childreu s
t
At.be
following committee wae appointed on
county fair:

close the week's exercises.

It will be

back.

Wort.^ a β Cummlnge. |
H0letASbiltontri)'alry Instructor R. W. Ke.lman.

1

attention Ρ

who suffer from sour stomach,
fermentation of food, distree» after eating and indigestion, and seek relief in
large chunks of artificial digestors, are
killing their stomachs by inaction just
as surely as the victim of morphine is
deadening and injuring beyond repair
every nerve in his body.
What the stomach of every enfferer
from indigestion needs is a good prescription that will build up his stomach,
put strength, energy and elasticity into
it, and make it sturdy enough to digest
a hearty meal without artificial aid.
The beet prescription for indigestion
ever written is sold by druggists everywhere and by F. A. Sburtleff & Co., and
is rigidly guaranteed to build up the
stomach and cure indigestion, or money

Election ot officer*.
Business.
Basket itlnner.
Talk on Association

o'clock, and the reception from 8 to 10,

Do you realize the wonderful saving to be obtained in our Garment DepartmentP
to $10 by
What does this mean Ρ It means exactly this:—That you can save from $5
this
like
a
escape
your
let
to
saving
purchasing your Suit at this sale. Are you going

People

Lake.

p~·
ïXiïfSSJîi
and Treasurer.
Ileum te SecretaryΑ·";

ENGLISH COURSE.

The

Dead

DOWN !

MARK

GREAT

Sickly.

Still Lives.

8UcTeTuesday,
ÏÏSmeetwîtb

SCIENTIFIC COURSE.
Arthur Elmer Barker, Somervllle, Mass.
Harold Lloyd Cook, West Sullivan.
John Francis Cremens, Cambridge, Mass.
Barr Patten, Camden.
Merle Devllle Richardson, Center Harbor, Ν. H.
John Edward Winston, East Boston, Mass.

25c. at

In a Pinch, use AXLE Vβ FOOT-EASE,
The antiseptic powder to shake Into your thoee.
It cures hot, tired, aching, bwollen. sweating feet
and makes walking easy. Takes the s tir. g out of
corns and bunions.
Over 30,000 testimonials.
Sold everywhere, 20 cte. Don't accept any sub23-8
stitute.

cottage^

Viola Evelyn Conant, Wlnterport.
Emery Bunker Hatch, Ielesboro.
Josephine Colbv Hodge, Amesbury, Muss.
John Nason Mllllken, Did Orchard.
Cora Lillian Mllllken, Old Orchard.
Donald Lee Need ham, Hebron Station.
Edith Frances Porter, South Thomaston.
Lucy Eurydice Sturtevant, Hebron.

are

respected by her townspeople.
the Great American
Horace Oxnard, at one time road
com^
missioner, of Houlton, was with his
mother, Mrs. Alice Oxnard, for a short
Parisian Sage is a discovery

Class, by Hon. Payeon Smith,
State

Libby,

Many Children

%

!

Eczema,

Mother G ray 'e Sweet Powders for Children,
Break up Cold· In 24 hoars, cure Feverishness,
Headache, Stomach Troubles, Teething Disorders, and Destroy Worms. At all druggists,
35c. Sample mailed FREE. Address, Allen 8.
23-β
Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Τ.

Merton Libby, Frank L bby andI Mrs.
MaryReavey. Funeral Saturday at the
late home. Mrs. Libby was greatly re-1 What a Great Man

by,

Fred Scott Kent

MUSIC.
Address to

Eugene

Boils, Sores, Skin Eruptions,
Cbapped Hand·, Cora· or Piles.
F. A. Sburtleff A Co.'e.

COAT

AND

SUIT

A DREADFUL WOUND
knife, gun, tin can, rusty nail,
fireworks, or of any otber nature, demands prompt treatment with Bucklen's
▲mica Salve to prevent blood poison or
gangrene. It's the quickest, Barest healer for ail sûch wounds as also for Burns,
from a

LINOLEUMS

SOUTH PARIS.

for kitchen, dining room and
chambers.
Are sanitary and

Let Me Quote You Prices

wear

Riding Cultivators, Disc Hoes,
Shovel Plows, and Walking Culti-,
valors.
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
On

24-25

South Paris, Me.

TUTOR.

An experienced teacher and tutor of
Boston and vicinity wishes to tutor on
Reward.
Paris Hill, in Latin and Algebra,
The above reward will be paid tor InformaUon
during July and August.
leading to convlcUon for trespass In damping
Address "Miss M."
rubbish or other material upon my lands or upon
roadsides adjacent thereto.
The Oxford Democrat.
24-7
W. W. KIMBALL.

$10.00

28-27

—Λ

,.

We bave a
see them.

like iron.

large lino. Call and

A new stock of

LACE CURTAINS
AND PORTIERES.

;
The sale of Wall

half-price is ofF.
Vacuum Carpet cleaner

Papers

We have the American

35

South Paris,

at

MARKET SQUARE,
-

-

to sell or to let.

Maine.

Free!

Free!

-

Free!

-

KING KINEO RANGE.

A

The Land of
!
Puzzledom
No. 952.—Additions.
First take what steals In summer hours
The sweetness from the fragrant flowers;
Next add an O. and If exclaimed
An Interjection has been named;
Third, add an A—here large and strong,
A serpent drags its length along;
Then add an R—In search of food.
A wild hog roots In yonder wood;
Last, add a D—without a flaw.
It feel· the hammer and the

nw.

Pi Ml Hi (10

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Variety

Store,

Norway, Wednesday, November 23,1910,

at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
Ask your
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE.
advertisement
this
save
to
to
friends
begin
for you.

You Can Have a Model Kitchen
as
no

cool and white as a dairy. No smell, no smoke,
heat, no dust. No old-fashioned contrivances. The

New Per/£ction.
BLt C

WICK

FLAM t

Oil Cook-stove

(Celebrated cities.)
The "City of the Violated Treaty."
"The Eye of Hellas."
Naturally the
best fortified city Id North America.
The oldest city Id the United States.
The city that stauds on twenty-six Islands. The city whose fall caused an
English statesman to say, "Fold up
the map of Europe for the next twenA North American city
ty years."
oaraed for aD English earl. The lover
The ex-prlme minister of
of Helen.
Germany. An Amerlcao capital uamed
for a martyred president 'The Eteroal City." "The Athens of the West."
The city named for a Macedonian con"The City of Mouutnents."
queror.
"The City of Churches." "The daugh-

rests, towel rack, and every up-to-date
You want it, befeature imaginable.
cause it will cook any dinner and not

beat the room. No heat, no amell,
no smoke, no coal to bring in, no ashe·
It do·· a*ay with the
to carry out.
drudgery of cooking, and make· it ·
Women with the light touch
or paatry especially appreciate It, because they can immediately hav· a
quick fire, simply by turning a handle.
No half-hour preparation. It not only
is leas trouble than coal, but it cost·
less. Absolutely no smell, no smoke;
and it doesn't heat the kitchen.

Î>le*sure.

The nickel flniah, with the turquoise
blue of the enanlelrfd chimneys, m#ke·
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and S burner· ; the 1
and 3-burner stove· can be had with
or without Cabinet.
Every dealer everywhere If aot at your·,
write for Descriptive Circular to tbe Dearest
agency of the

Standard Oil Company
Incorporated)

PARIS.

my 5. 6. 1 is a toy; my whole Is a vegetable.

When it) want of

anything

No. 956.—Charades.

Our

Paroid

Roofing—The best of all
try imitations.

sight.

Wheelbarrows -We have

Telephone

a

MIND!

In
give us

a

call.

WE SELL

Linseed Oil,
Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Milligan,

Brushes.

and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

The kind that lasts.

stock.

few first class wheelbarrows.

Call and see them.

nd Electrical Supplies—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
oeet for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutli Parle.

STANDARD

SEWING
MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER &

CO.,

South Parie.

Wanted

OK

Shop

to Rent.

South Paris,

MILLETT,

May

33, 1910.

Paroid

Roofing.

THE BEST OF ALL.

L. S. BILLINGS,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.
5-17 '10 lyr.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

FOR SALE.

Λ 40 au-re farm, one mtle oat from the village,
Delivered at any station on the
ou telephone line. Scenery that (cede the mind,
Grand Trunk between Berlin and soil
Unit feed* the body. House, ell, shed end
iiarn connected. Spring that never fall·. Price
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
$1000 and no back talk.
Inuulre of J. B. Maso», or tbe owner two
J. M. DAY,

43tf

Bryant's Pond,

Me.

inllee below.

S^-Çsiîïîî

seek first the blue chamber!"
All the next day those words kept
ringing In her ears, and when her lover came, demanding an answer to his

suit, sbe told him of ber dream.
"This afternoon, then, sweet Fatima." he said, "will we seek the secret

cu'j"·

e

Buckdeld, M·., Maxell 3,1910.

fully spread they

are

measure ten

to

twelve feet from tip to tipv They are
also very nnrrow In proportion to their
length. They are so strong that the

Housewives know that William Tell

jrrent bird, which weighs seventeen
pounds, never seems obliged to rest.

with

the most delicious cakes and
For sale

a

ALBATB088 DANCE

has been seen above a vessel, seeming
sail on without flapping Its majestic
wings at ull. though when watched
very closely the faintest motion of
them would now and then be percept!
ble.
Explorers belonging to the United
States bureau of fisheries dome years
ago discovered some curious facts In
to

Health

regard to the ulbatross and Its ways

CHOU

Sntil

STRAW BERRY

Cutout a round of

pastry

five

boys'

aaniee

are

No. 958.—Beheadings.
1. Behead to be highly pleased over
anything aud leave a boy.
2. Behead to flee and leave that

teaspoon^of

which comes each morning.
8. Behead that which la a menace to
safety aud leave wrath.
4. Behead that which we pay for
anything and leave a grain used for

thintr

Two cups of sifted bread crumbs, one
four
eee. one-half a cnp of molasses,
tablespoonfuls of melted butter, two
cups of milk, one-half a teaspoon of salt,
one cup of reisins. Steam three hours.
PLUM

J. S. 1&1SH.
1MÎ

PUDDING.

left the hall one said to the other:
"Weil, Willie, what do you think?"
Ob," said the other contemptuously,
"the man's craoked!"
The first speaker laid a quiet hand on j
his shoulder.
"Will," said be, "you'll often seeaj

light peeping through

a

crack."

turned to go forward they were confronted by a heavy oaken door.
Putima put her key through the massive keyhole, and the door opened wide
A
as if a gust of wind had blown it.
short flight of marble steps led down
Into the very apartment on the thresh-

shej

Boy—A man came In and said he want>d to squeeze some money ont of you.
Boss—What did yon tell him?
Boy—I said I was sorry you were not
s.

/

Parisian

I

"Keep»
MM

Paris.

PARIS TRUST COMPANY
AT A PRICE TO NET YOU FIVE PER CENT

Process by Which
Wheat Grain I· Used.

I

],
I'

i

IN

GOOD

WILL

THAT

BONDS

NET YOU FIVE PER

16-28

-he
r.

'·.

t,
ftu

trie

>

.»

»
λ

IT

degm

■

Ν I
■

!/

W.

»

MARKET IS LOW.

Union Garage;
TOHATOES
Come to the Greenhouse.
ready May 28th.

Bedding

Also

Plants in

REGISTRY Ol

88.

«
a

·>.'

I

1

Paris Hill, Maine.

I wish to announce that my
new garage is now ready for

business.

!».

tb
-ill

f

f

t

t!.e

>

For the Best Varieties of

Plants

14 i l

lot No. 1», both In the 5th range of loto
Town of Mexico, a» shown by a plan
ecrlptlon tiled In the Keglstry of Do ;
County of Oxfonl, with this paper, wli'
posed to belong to too, hereby tile i this
υί
statement as provide"! in Section
292 of the Private and Special I.aw1909, that the said Mexico Water (
willing to imy ae damages for the la'*.ι It'
property described the nu,η of Twelve
Bfty ($12*)) dollar*.
Dated at Mexico this 1st day of fur
1910.

MAINE.

PARIS.

equalling

To Joseph E. Kkahkk ami Maki Kka-o
of Mexico, In the County of Oxfor-i
The Mexico Water Company, a cori
duly established by law, having by vnt<
corporation, taken a part of two certain
lan<l, namely, a part of lot No. 17 an l

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
SOUTH

t,-.

e
it 1

has. N.Tati.oi:
B.W.Goodwin, Pres.
OFFICE OF
THE MEXICO WATER COMPAM
MEXICO, MAINE.

THE

CENT WHILE

(3»4) feet,

4

n

πI
'■·(

1
Received June 10,1010, at 4 b. 20 m. I'.
recorded In book 314,j>age 186.
ATTEST:—J. HASTINGS BRAN, Kr.-t
:-k.
By C. II.,

NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST YOUR

HAZEN'S

f
Λ··η
r. 1

feet; thence 3. 89 degrees il minute
il'ed and sixty-seven (567) feet, equa
6 feet; thence S 60 degrees 30 ιιι1ηι:ι·
hundred and thirty-live (1·ι35) feet, eq >.
rods 12 feet to the point begun at
Oated at Mexico, this flrst day of.'
MEXICO WATER CD..
By Bukton W. UokD»
Its President duly am

HIGH GRADE SECURITIES FOR SALE

MONEY

Farm and Real Estate Agency, |
Oxford, Maine.

i,
iry

division of lota in said M xlco, bel::.·
corner of what la known as Ladii'l
Held : thence N. 31 degrees 45 ml nubhundred aud thirty one (231) fen,
rods; thence N. 44 degree* 4.5 nilnut·
hundred and ninety-three (288) feet,
roils 12 1-2 feet; thence N. 32
W. three hundred lifteen and IfM I
fe< t, equalling 19 rods 2 feet, tin h. ■·
45 minutes W. three hundred forty sli
tenths (346 5) feet, equalling Ji rod·;
degree· 15 minutes K.twohunin
(220) feet, equalling 13 ro<i· 5 1-3 fw ( I
line, between range 5 and range 6: tin
huiidre
degrees 20 minutes W. twelve
(1230) feet, 74 çods 9 feet; thence S .SO
four hundred and eighty-eight Λ*·*) fe·
29 roils91*2 feet; thence 8. Ildegrei Ε
dred and seventy (470) feet, equalling
feet; thence 8. 38 degrees W. six hur,
forty -seven (647) feet, quailing 39 rods
to land of William I'. Virgin; then
1
degrees 30 minutes K. four hundred an
one (421) feet, equalling 25 rods S 1-2 f··· :.
S. 19 degrees 30 minutes E. three Ιι· .·

ninety-four

AND BETTER.

Come and eoe.

,r«

r

<

35e, 60o, S1.00·

I can save you money.

!»

tbt

t

«

account."

200 Oxford County Farms,
and Village property; a Bakery with
good business; a ateam engine and some
Valuable Pine Timber Lots.

|

ti
: .in I
r. t>

County of Oxfonl, vIa :
Commencing at a stone nionum^;
of lanif of Henry W. l'ark, B,
and Mexico Water Company, then· ·■
N. 30 degrees, 15 minutes Ε eevi-n
eighty-nine (789) feet, equalling47 riclnh ;
it
t > a point on the lot line of lot So. 17

DAVIS, Agent, South

M.

(

to

corner

Year in and year out they run without a hitch, ever making
We sell them, you need one.
money, never making trouble.

T.

f
t:.*t
,Di

<

Interlocking Style

For Sale.

>

MEXICO wath:
By Lucian W. Bl I
It* attorney, duly auti

1.
«

KKomrut or
OXFORD.es,
v
Received .June 10,1910, at 1 h. 20 in. Γ
recorded In book 314, page l.'xi.
ATTESTJ. HASTINGS BEAN, Κ
By C. II I

Bankrupt's Petition

r

·■

1

k

for Discha

In the matter of
GEORGE M. TU BBS,

)

In Ban*

Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge f
trlct Court of the United States for the

i1'··

of Maine:
boxes, Geraniums, LoSTORAGE, CARE
m. tubbs of Parte,
Gkorgk
County of Oxfonl, and State >f
and
REPAIR
of
Helit'
In eald District, respectfully repr.
belias, Begonias,
the lrtth day of April, last peat,
under
duly adjudged bankrupt
otropes, Annual Vines, I AUTOMOBILES Congress
relating to Bankruptcy;
duly surrendered all Ida proiari
of property, and has fully compiled with
in
etc.,
pots.
promptly attended to. Also a full requirements of said Acts and of the

v

on

■'

E. P. Crockett,

From $1.00 to $10 00

10 Porter Street,

HAIR

.IV

.'·> f,;

'··'

·$·'.'*£&?■·■■>■■

V

BALSAM

CImtutj and Vaut.fit» the half.
IVoniote. a luxuriant growth.
Never Fall» to Itcatore Gray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Curt* tcalp diaratri Λ hair iallluz.
«Oc, and II.UJ at DrunrKj

irfj.V-i;*
ν

60

Hobbs'

Variety Store.

kill™· couch

and

CURE

the

LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

Whol·

PRICK
(l.wi
Trial Bottle Free

CSÛSJ18LUNQ TROUBLES.
AND ALL THROAT
™

m)0 A

AND

GUARANTEED SATISFAOTOBY
OB MONEY REFUNDED.
■

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

—

Carpets

close out odd patterns and clean
jp stock.

to

Chas. F. Ri
NORWAY,

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents
Anyone sending
quickly ascertain

constantly

on

I

40

keep

a

Newton
Agent

PARIS

h.p.

Scientific American.
I^reMt

cirA handsomely Illustrated weekly.
culation of any .dentine journal. Terms, fi m
year : four months, 9L Bold by all newsdealerm.

Cummings,
MAINE.

constant

I cook who

and cake—

fortune

of

the

uses

trial sack.

in Crayon, Water color,

L. M. TUFS,

SOUTH PARIS.

1DD1SON E. HERRICK,
A true copy—attest :

F. N.
8-30

SOUTH

SALE

BV

Wright,

PARIS,

MAINE.

hereby give* notice that he bas
appointed administrator of the

James

May 17th, 1910.

10
1

Judge of sai l Court.

PLCMMgfTi, Clerk.

ΠΤΤοΠ+λ/Ϊ
W αΙΙΙαΓΙ

istste of
THEODORE I. LOWELL late of Denmark,
η the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
tonde as the law directs.
All persons having
lemamls against the estate of said deceased are
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
.11 Indebted thereto are requested to make paylient Immediately.

M

>

Notice la hereby given that the State Asm·—-γ»
■·■·
vlll be In aeaalon at the Assessors office In ^ ■*?
.lime; t>an
>urg on Tuesday the 21st day of
louse In South Parle on Thorsday the Xr' I»?
if June; Assessors Office In Rum ford Μ * Ί **?
«sel
he 24th day of June, at 9 o'clock, A. M., of
w
lay, A. D. 1910, In the County of Oxforl,
a
eeure Information to enable them to make jum
κ»·
the
In
quallzatlon of the taxable property
a
ral towns In said County, and to Investigate
aaea of concealment of property from tautiuo.
f undervaluation, and of failure to aase.-s proprty liable to taxation.
of
GEORGE POTTLE,) Boar I
State
W. J. THOMPSON, 5
Ε. M. JOHNSTON, ) Asses*""·

NOTICE.

duly

'n
1
'·ύ

NOTICE.

m.

The subscriber

>een

\.

ALBERT D. PARK, Register

Detroit. Mich. JH Γ!
FOR

OF NOTICE THEREO

<

a

DAVID STOTT.
Miller

Mouldings stj.
Work

order

ORDER

District of Maine, es.
On this 11th day of June, A. D. 1010,
Ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
^ !>upon the same on the 1st day of July,
1910, before said Court at 1'ortiand, In rat
:f
and
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ;
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford
ct
crat, a newspaper printed In said Distri:n
that'all known creditors, and other petInterest, may appear at the said time an I
<|Μ'
If
have,
and show cause,
any they
prayer of said petitioner shuuld not be gi
t
And it la further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
Itore copies of sold petition and tblson
··»
dreaeed to them at their places of renld·.
stated.
1
··-'
Witness the Hon. Clarence Half.
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
land, In said Dl-trlct, on the Util day Ol
A. D. 1910.
JAMES E. HEWKY, (.'■
[L. e.J
A true copy of itetltlon and order Am
Attest: JAMES K, HEWKV.I

published

perior goodness
to

*'

^
tord Democrat, a newspaper published at
" 1
Parla, In aald County, that they may ψρ<
η ι·«
Probate Court to be held at Paris,
;hlnl Tuesday of July, A. D. 1910, at ·.< of the
'·'
:lock In the forenoon, and be heard ther<<
bey see cause.
Ellxa Francis late of Peru, deceased ; petition
for license to sell and convey real e*Ut | "
sented by A. E. McDonough, administrator

The surest way
to know its suis

'·:

Court touching hla bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may I»
by the Court to have a full discharge I
debts provable against his estate HO
Bankruptcy Acts, except such debt
excepted by law from such discharge ■
Dated this 20th day of May. A. D. 1'
GEORGE M. TUBBS, Ba

PROBATE NOTICE·».
To all persons Interested In either of the
hereinafter nan ed
At a Probate Court, held at Krycl .uu\
»nd tor the County of Oxfonl, on tht
Tuesday of June, In the year of our Lotf<·'
The
thousand nine hundred and ten.
log matter having been present»*! for tl
Is i.<
Π
hereinafter
Indlcateo,
thereupon
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all |>er*i>i
lereated by causing a copy of this onler t·
three weeks successively Id U

STOTT
PEERLESS
FLOUR

Mats, Mirrors

Nichols St.,

pie

Bread

\every thing good—is the

and Pictures,

High Grade Portrait

public

to take out

HILL,

Good

Picture Frames

&

ghd

for

Good

may
description
whether an

Patente taken through Munn St Co. receive
ipecial notice, without chante. In the

car

for the Inter-State cars»

OCIION·
COPYRIOHT· *C.

sasiiKSk'ssi
sent free, oldeat aiiency for securing pawnt*.

SUPPLIES

hand and for sale.

service and shall be
parties at any time.

a sketch and
our opinion free

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

MAINE.

AUTOMOBILE

TRADE MAI

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

line of

Maine, j

South Paris,

PARKER'S

Between

ooof6^"®"

lied.

I

Intestinalantiseptic. Expels

opposite direction.

DMtetheoflo*
j

it.

the cleanest skimmer·, easiest running, most
easily washed and durable separator ever made.

worms.
vou and 1/our (hildrtn urll."

Parisian bread is made without flour
lu a machine that transforms the
wheat Into*dough. The machine con
slsts mainly of a large screw turning
loosely in a case on whose Inner surface Is a screw thread running in an

K^uay
nnb.Jt.n

Whenever
"Oh! she's awful.
trie· to sing a song she simply murders
it."
·.
"But that's not the worst of it; if she'd
It
murder
outright I wouldn't mind,
>nly
>ut she tortures it so long."

assures

—

BREAD WITHOUT FLOUR.

the main threads on the
rylinder are smaller threads, and the
depth of the groove grows progressively smaller from oue end to the other,
<o that it will hold the entire wheat
pans.
train as It enters the machiue and
Kill accommodate only the pulverized
MACAROONS.
wheat at the exit.
One-half a pound of almond Ρ"1β,
The wheat Is prepared by a thorwhites of three eggs, unbeaten, one-half
nigh washing, aller which about a
a pound (1 3-4 cups) of
jtiit of tepid water to a |M>und of grain
sugar or one cup of granuiated sugar.
Put the paste and one egg white in a I m added, and the whole is allowed to
bowl with the hand beat the two to- -t:iih) about six hours. At the end of
his time the trralns of wheat have
gether to a smooth mass, then
beat in the sugar and, when well beaten, (wollen to double their ordinary size.
a
th.
at
on.
Mm.,
I»,
It Is then mixed with the yeast and
whites of the other two eggs. Continue
«aIt aud poured into the machine It
the beating a few minutes. Shape in
'alls between ι he threads of the raovimall rounds with a "P00?
l..
nn
ug screw and of the tixed contrary
baking pan covered wltn waxea
Bak. lo a mod.rnt. oy.n nbont , icrew, which simultaneously crush the
oaper
ten minutes.
envelope aud body of the grain, uiakng of them a homogeneous mixture
CHOCOLATE MACAROONS.
which forms a smooth paste.
Melt two ounces of chocolate an
i.v .k.
Bread obtained by this process conhand work it into the almond
b a. le tb. preceding tins a succession of holes whose size
ncreases as they approach the crust,
recipe·—Cooking School M.g«ln«.
ivhich is thin. The odor given off is
A cloth saturated in kerosene and { nost agreeable and far moro pronounclipped into whiting for oleaning tin- ( >d than that of ordinary baker's bread.
rare, is much better than anything else -Chicago Tribus*

J

cream

cx

supply

tavers.

U. S. SEPARATORS

Established 1851
M>/a"curcall. "Takeit whe^
your stomach's "oiT" licaii
aches—breath is bad.
Relieves constipation, biliousness, and lack of nppetite.

It. for It proved to be the very
key with which she had opened the
forbidden chamber.
As she rose to her feet she trembled so that she was forced to leaD
As they all
upou her lover's urin.

buw

very next day the happy
pair were married, and from that time
until this uotblng more was seen of
the key.—Washlpgton Star.

beaten very light, one on» of thick, sour
milk, and three cups of sifted flour, sift
ed again with one teaspoonful and a half
of soda, one teaspoonful of
Bake in
one teaspoonful of cinnamon.
a large, ehallow pan or in two bnck-loaf

Portland, Me.

are

ELIXIR

"DO NOT PASS TUAT DKKADFOL FACE.''

Here the

cup of

Two cups of bread crumbs,
scalded milk, three-fourths of a cup of
sugar, one teaspoonful of salt, four yolks
of eggs, one teispoon of cinnamon, onethird a teaspoon each of cloves and mace,
one-half a pound of raisins, one-half a
Ely's Cream Balm has been tried and
of pound of currants, one-half a pound ο
not found waDting in thousands
of four eggs. Pour the
bornes all over the country. It bas won suet, tbe whites
milk over the crumbs; when cool add
a place in the family medicine closet
the suet mixed with the fruit, sugar a
araoog the reliable household remedies,
then the yolks of eggs, and, talwhere It is kept at hand for use in treat- apices,
some ly, the whites of eggs, beaten dry. Steam
soon
as
as
head
in
the
cold
just
ing
four hours. Serve with hard sauce.
member of the household begins the preKOCHESTER GINGERBREAD.
liminary sneezing or snuffiDg. it gives
immediate relief and a day or two's
Beat half a cup of butter to a cream;
treatment will put a stop to a cold which
gradually beat in half a cup of sugai- and
might, if not checked, become chronic one cup of molasses. Add two eggs,
one

The 1910

TRUE'S

rrumbled into dust. The walls of the
fecret chamber grew thinner and thinner. and bits of the blue sky peeped
through Interlacing branches.
The dreaded spot became a bower
where birds nested, and great golden
butterflies sailed Id the amber air.

PUDDING.

being

an

Moxi
Hon
place
County or Oxford, by Burton W. ·.
President thereun'o duly author!/. ..·
said corporation, here'»· make* .t··. «r,i;
In accordance with the vote of said <
raid corporation lln-is It ne«:< s-ar;
poses an>l usee In the prote· tlOD of ι
shed of Thompson Bill Brook, In the 1
Mexico, to taxe land adjo'nlng «ΙΊ
said Town of Mexico, and being duly a
by law to take such land whenever:
for Its purposes and uses, hereby t.
two certain lots of land contiguous
joining each other, via : A part of 1·.·ι V
a part of lot No. 18, both In the fifth r ir
In said Town of Mexico; both within
of the water shed of ItMpM D
of wah r
which le a source of
Mexico Water Company ; uotii of wh.
said to belong to Joseph Κ Κη-.
Kraeer, lioth of Mexico In said Count;
and which lot or parcel of Ian I I»
for the purposes of its Incorporation, ·.
tion anil plan of which lot or par
taken are hereto attached, and ma
this document, and the property her··
being all situated In said Town of M<

OXFORD,

I

SteanTone

Through the Cracks.
When the celebrated divine, Edward
Irving, was un a preaching tour in Scotland, two Dumfries men of decided
opinions went to hear him. When they

on my own

money earnera,

Grand Prize

"What was that?"
"The trirl
Judge's Library

5°c.

Crosswords: 1. D-ale. 2. O-range. 8.
N ear. 4 A-base 5. T-old. 6. E-bouy.
9. O-pen.
7. L-aver. 8. I^ark
No. 951.—Enigma: A river.

one.

J

STEAMED RAISIN

They are

Company afor.

iws

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seatde

One of the Hawaiian Island group Is
Birds seem to have found
Laysau.
this charming island before man did
and made of it a real paradise for the
feathered tribe.
The birds appeared to have recrea
tion grounds and a dancing park. They
certainly do go throrgb the steps of a
regular albatross dance In couples, like

On His Own.
"While I was engaged to her she
made me give up drinking, smoking
Last of all. I gave up some
and g"ir

drv Cream the butter and beat m the
but 1 do not know fear."
first half cup of sugar; beat theyoUs of life,
"But see how the eyes of the image
eggs and beat in the second half cup or
blue light comes from
sugar and beat the two mixtures to- glitter and the
gether; add tbe potato and chocolate Ills beard."
and finish in the usual manner.
"Give me the key." he repeated,
man's consumption.
holding out his hand.
9TKAMEI) ORANGE PODDING.
The poor lady tremblingly obeyed
Key to Puzzledom.
Three-fourths of a cup of scalded milk,
on his
No. 045.—Enigma: The letter 0.
one-half a cup of grated bread crumbs, him, and It lay for a moment
over
No. 1)40.—Charade: Pen. shun, pen- one tablespoonful of butter, two eggs, broad palm, while he turned It
one-fourth a cup of sugar, grated rind and over as If in thought. Then of a
lion.
and juice of half an orange, one tab e- sudden be hurled It with all his great
No. 947.—Novel Word Square:
spoonful of lemon juice, two table- strength full In the face of the hateful
c Β α β τ
spooufule of chopped almonds. Pour Image. The key was heavy Hud the
BASTE
the milk over the crumbs and butter and
aim true, for the pedestal tottered and
ilTIR
let stand an hour. Beat the eggs, add
8 Τ Κ Β Ν
the suzar and beat again; add fruit fell with a dull crash, and gradually
and almonds .od mix all together. a beautiful yellow light chased away
Τ 1 R Κ S
Bluebeard's image lay
boor. Serve with bard .aooe. the shadows.
No. 048.—Charades: 1. Phil, owe, me.

la—Philomela. 2. Glad. I. a. tor—gladMtor.
940.—Numerical
No
Enigma: "A
word and a stono let go cannot be recalled." Words: Bread, collar, tassel,
toboggan, beacou. wedding, uet.
990.
No
Beheadings? Donatello.

The Mexico Water

duly organized
of the Statu of Maine, and
Koration
of business In
and

By using a United States Separator.

ALUATBOB8 ON NEST.

is larger than a goose egg. being
It Is white, specked
live inches long.
with red.

old of which Fatiinn had stood that
MOIST CHOCOLATE CAKE.
I fateful
morning, and at the foot of
One-third a cup of butter, one-half a the steps a huge and ferocious looking
cup of sugar, yolks of two eggs, one-half
bust of Bluebeard had sprung up.
a cup of sugar, one-half a cup of hot
"Oh, do uot go down!" cried Fatima
mashed potato, one ounce of chocolate
"Do uot pass that dreadmelted, one-fourth a cup of sweet milk, to her lover.
ful face of my dead husband and that
one cup of sifted flour, one and three
fourths teaspoons of baking powdtr, one- blue ligbt—you will never come back
half a teaspoon of cinnamon, one-half a to me."
mace, one-fourth a teaspoon
"Give me the key," he replied. "Your
of cloves, whites of two egge,
husband may have been terrible in

repre-
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US

U.S.

ever.

the size of
Lee plain,
or Duff paste.
Prick the paste with a
form, that it may puff evenly in taking·
Set it on a tin baking sheet and pipe a
Also I
rim of ohou paste on the edge.
nine small (about an inch in diameter)
rounds of chou paste on another baking
sheet.
Bake the large round about
twenty-five minutes, the small cakes
about fifteen minutes. When done they
will feel light, if taken up in the hand.
Have ready two or three tablespoonfuls
of sugar, cooked to caramel; dip the base
in the onr.rn.land
set them in order upon the rim of paste. I
Have ready a cup of Englieh orewn and a
basket of strawberries, hulled, cut in
halves and mixed with sugar as needed.
Turn tbe partially cooled cream into the
paetry case and dispose the strawberries
above. Serve at once or at pleasure.

ordinary pie plate.

MEXICO WATER COMPANY
JOSEPH E. FRASER and M A R \ I-VaSKR,
both of Mexico, in taitl County ol Oiford.

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
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TART.

COUNTY OF OXVOBD, 88.

W« cannot til b« wealthy bat we cm all be hralthy, which 1· far mora
health with th· true "1.. t ."
important. The young man who protect· hi·
Atwood'· Medicine hu a good chance of becoming a· rich a· the old man
wilb the proapect of getting much more enjoyment with hi· riche·.
You can protect youraelf with thia wonderful remedy front th*
common ailment· <uch a· constipation, bilionane··, cold· and poor
circulation and thu· avoid the mor. lerioui diMue· that ara apt
Madrid. Me.
to follow.
"Several months ago I had consider able trouble
one bottle of 'L. F.'
took
I
indigestion.
from
Atwood's Medicine and was greatly benefited.
s. W. pomehoy.
I am nearly 87 years old."
Look for the big red liltm "L. F." on erery bottl.. At yénr
dealer'·, 33 eta. foralarg· bottle. Write for liberal «ample to

U.S.

PASTE.

Set half a cup of butter and one cup of
boiling water over the fire; when aK»
iiinc» «tir in °
one cup of sifted pastry
the mixture
fiour Stir and ook
separates from the sides olf the
Turn into a bowl and break in three egg
one after another beating In each egg
smoothly before the next is added.

STATE OF MAINE

Wealth

vs.

THE "L. F." MEDICINE CO.,

built up of clay, sticks and
tufts of grass till it is ten inches from
ihe ground. Perched In this lofty nest
mother albatross sits and batches the
one egp which constitutes her whole
brood at one time. The one egg. how-

half of cream sauce.

by

At sea men on a sailing vessel have
sometimes watched a single albatross
following their ship. Just to see how
long It would glide on without stop
For a whole day It
ping or resting

large

centersQfre

pies.

Dayton Bolster Co.

N.

Two birds meet and touch
their bills. Then they step backward,
bow to each other, stretch up their
necks, make a s'juaking. groaning noise
and pace this way and that with a reg
ular motion, always the same.
The wandering albatross' nest Is η

cooied

whitest

lightest,

Flour makes the

biscuits; good, wholesome bread and

people.
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sïir into'a cup and

I wish to announce to the public
I will either hire a first-class blackEulalie—O, but Miss Woodwed, marsmith or rent my shop in South Paris that I am the ONLY AGENT in
riage is such a lottery.
to such a one for the horse-shoeing.
Call
Paris for Paroid Roofing.
Miss Woodwed—I know it is, my
Shop centrally located and doing a and
iear; but if you can tell me where I can
this
All
on
brand.
get prices
jet a ticket I shall be much obliged.
good business.
others are imitations.

h. P.
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and

with salt

Jon

In my first when flowers were blooming
For a walk with my second 1 went.
Admiring the beautiful landscape.
Inhaling the fragrant scent.
Soon we came where a stately mansion
Grew under the bullder'B art
There my whole at his toll we discovered.
Contentedly doing his part.

and run into a bad case of catarrh.

Send for Catalogue.

Blacksmith

»

loaf

«

aapar.gu. or
neas or with tomato or bread sauce, bea
the asparagus, cut in short pieces or
the Deas with salt, pepper and butter, or

IL

What
sented?

Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
sizes of doors in

SK Sprinkle

Ld,»"ouu<l

And my whole he declared It to be.

RIPLEY,

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.

Kegu'^r

the crumbs

olZ .i.Uronnd.

Liquid Filler,

roofings.

J· ^ pep.
ΓnkConvger'th? cVimbB with the other
spread

an

MAINE.

in our lines

Heath Λ

pepper, and one-fourth a cup ol
melted batter, bacon or salt pork
,

gook,

Protects'

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

Wagon Paints,
paints include Impervious,

lad

her home with gay guests
It chanced one day that a noble
suitor came riding from the north.
Fatima knew that she was falling
in love with the stranger, and the
sensation was an odd one. For m»ny
nights Fatima bad tbe most beautiful
dreams, but once she awoke with a
She thought she beard Bluestart.
beard's terrible voice, which rumbled
like thunder, and he said:
"Let him who dares to take my wife

each,

d?ops
Sor

1.
In my whole to the country Jehosophat
went;
Then my second he happened to see.
He gazed with my tlrst at the terrible

M

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Faints,

crushed

teaepoonful,

a

J

that

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

sweet basil,

»

Beat six eggs, without eeparating tbe
orViitPH and volks.
Add a scant tea
spoonful of salt, a dash of Ρ?ΡΡβΓ»
sDOonful of chopped parsley, twe°Ty
of onion juice, and one cup andla
half of rich milk. Mix thoroughly, and
into well buttered timbale molds
set on folds of paper, surrounded
fir
by hot water, until the
Turn from the molds upon a hot Platte''
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the fish to make a layer of fiah
aBrvinir
Mix odo cup of ®°·ι>

Ibe

HEALTH.

F.

PERLEY

»

other rounds above the first.and sprin

a

BURGLARY.

When you need some ··Insurance
I will be «lad tu hear from you.

the

sss.wjSSSS
in.

tragedy.

doors of which
blue room, beblnd
Bluebeard bad hidden bis dreadful
deeds, "It wasn't there at all."
The blue room bad vanished so completely that, though these brave men
had fought and bled to save their sister, tbey began to doubt that there was
such a chamber at all.
When Fatima returned she found tbe
place transformed. She did not mourn
very mucb for Bluebeard, but Oiled

«·'·«"'WÛÎ™
WJ»

the other.

the scene of so much

Strange to say, when they sought the

river in Italy; my 1, 2.
annerouslv with cheese. Set the aisn
3 is a vessel for cook lug to which my into
oven, to melt the cheese and recourse
In
the
come
to
Is
whole
heat the mixture. Serve very hot with
likely
of
native
bread in eome form and a salad or cook
of Its career; my 1, 4. 6 Is a
a country in which my whole Is much ed fruit.
used for food; my (5. 4. 6 is a gruin;
EGO TIMBALES.

My 1, 2 Is

HOUSEHOLD
AND

"(roc
Sîn'ÎÏÏ
eide £nd

Pu?

FIDELITY BONDS.

ACCIDENT

been

Md pull oot tu.

Of nil sou birds known the one called
(lie wandering albatros* Is tbc largest.
It tins remarkable wings. When they

tninj^tes.

BOILER.

AND

haddoc

or

a chopped''hard- chamber.'"
time of the accession of QueeD VictoBo In the afternoon, accompanied by
"The
"The Bride of the Sea."
ria.
his betrothed and followed by the two
Asiatic
The
Universe."
Hub of the
four or five times during the cooking.
faithful brothers and Sister Anne, the
city In which It is 6 p. m. when it 1h
GNOCCHI A LA ROMAINE.
determined youth set out upon his
The famous Moorish
noon in London.
^
Mix one-fourth a cup, each, of corn. quest.
Up and down the long corricity, the Spanish word for "pomegrandors, In and out of the spacious rooms,
ate."—Youth's Companion.
Of α
he led the way with Fatima.
sudden she stopped, and her beautiful
No. 954.—Rhymed Word Squares.
face grew pale.
1.
When the milk I. .cald^d. .t.r totto
"I cannot move," sbe said; "there is
1. Once Norway's good king, they all say: naeie and
stir and cook until the mixt
2. To frighten one's senses away;
and let something holding my train."
ure is smooth and thick;
robins
the
3. What
repeat;
Sister Anne stopped to look.
Add
cook fifteen or twenty
4. An odor that's sweet;
"It seems to be a huge nail in the
half a cup or more of grated cheese,
5. A supply used In work or in play.
one-fourth a cup of butter, beaten to a floor. Walt; I will draw It out"
1L
cream and mixed with the beaten yolks
But it resisted all her strength, and
L When we shrink from the blast blowof two eggs. Stir until the cheese « the two brothers tried and then tbe
ing cold;
melted and the eggs are cooked then
2. A color the welkin can hold;
Wben
lover, but it still held Arm.
turn into a buttered shallow dish, to
3. Country hints, In a word;
her sleuder hand upon it
4. A long legged bird;
make a paste half an inch thick.
When Fatima put
It yielded at once, and she drew It out
6. A beautiful woman of old.
cold cut in rounds with a biscuit
—St. Nicholas.
She gave a little cry as she
the rounds in a buttered earthen easily.
dish sprinkle with grated cheese, set
No. 955.—Numerical Puzzle.

LIABILITY.

BANK

fresh codfish

A

butTer,
b'utS sauce^towbloh

AUTOMOBILE.

STEAM

Purchase

When tbe excitement attending the
fuueral of Bluebeard and bis wives
bad died away Sister Anoe carried tbe
young widow Fatima to tbe seashore,
and tbe thoughtful brothers saw to the
overhauling of the mansion, which had

h0,J£oked

INSURANCE.
AND

bimple fish loaf.

ter of SIdon and the mother of Car
"The Key to the East." also
called "The Granary of Athens." The
cook slowly abouthalfan
city whose destruction by fire decided minutes before the fish i
re_
A
the fortunes of α great emperor.
iu«
move the· pork from the top, cover the
capital city named for an Ellzabethau fish with half a cup of cracker crumbs
A city named for the first mixed with three tablespoonfuls of me
courtier.
and set into the oven,*
Christian sovereign of Russia. A city ed
named for the prime minister at the

thage."

No. 957.—Boys' Name Rebus.

FIRE.

Recipes.

çover

i· the latest practical, scientific cook-stove. It will cook the most
elaborate dinner without heating the kitchen.
Boils, bakes, or roasts better than any range. Ready in a eecond.
Extinguished in a second. Fitted with Cabinet Top, with collapsible

EMPLOYERS'

inw·'

Oonwwndene. ontoplc»

then on

No. 953.—Literary Geography.

The Albatross
Bluebeard's
A Queer Bird
Secret Chamber

HOMEM AXEES' COLUMN.
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gradate- preferred)

BuSKî college,
can^E^,. artangemtnte

ARTHUR M. DEIR1NG.
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